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ABSTRACT 
Vocabulary is an important part in any language. Therefore, 
as a foreign language in Indonesia, English vocabulary should be 
taught to the students. The aim of this study was to profile the 
vocabulary of students’ theses at English Language Education 
Program at the Faculty of Language and Literature, Satya Wacana 
Christian University. Based on the purpose, the descriptive method 
was used and five the theses completed by the students of 2007, 
2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011 at the English Language Education 
Program at Faculty of Language and Literature. The data for this 
study were collected from Repository.uksw.edu. The data were 
analyzed through a computer program Vocabprofiler. The 
revealedfour results; (1) the frequency of K-1 was 78.31%, K-2 
was 6.42%, AWL was 8.44%; (2) the negative vocabulary profile 
of the students’ theses was 35.27% in K-1, 78.87% in K-2, and 
49.74% in AWL; (3) block frequency output of off-list words; (4) 
the comparison of vocabulary frequency levels of the students’ 
theses with significant differences AWL between student’ thesis of 
2008 and student’ thesis 2009. 
Key words: vocabulary, vocabulary profile, Academic Word List 
INTRODUCTION 
Thesis writing is one of a requirement for the students in SatyaWacana 
Christian University to pass their degree program to get the Sarjana degree. This also 
applies to the students who take English Language Education Program 
(ELEP)atFacultyof Language and Literature, Satya Wacana Christian University. A 
thesis consists of an argument or a series of arguments that combined with 
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descriptions and discussions of research that students have undertaken (Viete, 
Chowdhury, Podorova, Barnes, & March, 2014). In ELEP, the students write theses 
on current issues about the problems in teaching English as a foreign language. The 
students should conduct the research based on the topic that they determine with a 
general topic such as teaching, linguistics or literature. As the requirement before the 
students finish the study, writing a theses is not easy. The students need much time to 
finish it and very often they have difficulties during the writing of the theses. 
There are several difficulties in a writing of theses. According to Wenkang 
(2004) the difficulties of the students’ experienced in theses writing depend on 
whether the students acquired any knowledge or skills to complete their theses. The 
difficulties in writing theses may relate to the sources, literature review, and the 
previous study not relevant according to the supervisor’s view. In this case, the 
students and the supervisors may have different view toward the students’ topic. 
Besides, the students should understand the meaning of the sources and understand 
the contents of the articles or journal that they read. Furthermore, unfamiliar words in 
a journal sources can make the students unable to understand the contents of text. In 
other hand, the difficulty in writing theses is generally about grammatical structure. 
In addition, word choice also becomes difficulties during writing the theses. 
Therefore, the knowledge of vocabulary is an important aspect during writing theses. 
The purpose of this research is to profile the vocabulary used in the students’ 
theses at ELEP. The main of research questions have been formulated as ‘what is the 
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vocabulary profile of the students’ theses at English Language Education Program at 
Faculty of Language and Literature, Satya Wacana Christian University?’The 
significance of this profiling is for the students and teacher. For the students, the 
findings could increase their vocabulary knowledge especially academic vocabulary 
supposed to understand the meaning of some sources while writing thesis. For the 
teacher, the findings could be used as references to teach the vocabulary to the 
students in theses writing. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this Literature review I will start by explaining vocabulary in writing, 
vocabulary in academic writing, developing vocabulary knowledge, vocabulary 
profile as a tool to analyse vocabulary, the use of vocabulary profile, and previous 
studies about vocabulary profile. 
Vocabulary in writing 
Vocabulary is an important part in any language. In other words, vocabulary 
is a central part of a language (Coxhead, 2006). Vocabulary is a significant predictor 
of overall reading comprehension (Baumann, Kame ’enui, & Ash, 2003, cited in 
Fisher & Frey, 2014) and student performance (Stahl & Fairbanks, 1986, cited in 
Fisher & Frey, 2014). In other words, vocabulary is part of complex network of 
knowledge that draws on students’ understanding of the alphabetic, syntax, and 
semantics of language (Fisher & Frey, 2014). In that case the students should know 
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the vocabulary well, so that they can communicate in a wide variety of circumstances 
(Coxhead, 2006).Without vocabulary, the language does not have meaning and 
purpose. 
Word is part of vocabulary that should understand during writing. Before 
using specific vocabulary, students need to understand the meaning of the words 
(Coxhead, 2006). In other hand, wordsthatconsidered as the basic vocabulary is called 
high-frequency vocabulary, which appear more frequently than the others (Coxhead, 
2006).  Besides, there are many aspects of a word that students need to know. Based 
on Coxhead (2006) those aspects are meaning, pronunciation, grammar, word 
families, and collocation. In addition, understanding vocabulary is very important in 
writing. If the students have lack understanding about vocabulary, it will make them 
have difficulties to improve their writing. 
This is a way to help the students who have lack of vocabulary knowledge 
used in writing.According to Nation (1990) stated the things that the students need to 
do to help them when they lack vocabulary in writing are using spelling and sound 
pattern, using vocabulary in sentences, using reading to help writing, using a 
dictionary, and using schematically related vocabulary. In addition, the second 
language learners can increase their vocabulary by around 1000 words a year to 
match native speakers’ vocabulary growth. So, students should understand all aspects 





Vocabulary in academic writing 
Understanding academic vocabulary is important to develop academic 
writing. Coxhead (2006) stated that there are several key reasons why academic 
vocabulary is important to learners. To be successful at university, the students need 
to be able to show that they can read, understand and respond clearly in writing using 
academic language and concepts. In academic writing, students need to develop 
academic writing skills, especially in college-level. Therefore, writing programs 
should have a clear picture of the types of writing and written discourse expected of 
the students. Students should dedicate time and resources to procedure written 
academic discourse and text during their degree program (Hinkel, 2004). Students 
need to recognise and use words that occur regularly in academic texts. 
Vocabulary is a very important part of literacy. Students will meet general 
academic words regularly in their academic reading, and these words occur in wide 
variety of subject areas. In this case the students have to struggle to face the 
difficulties through the vocabulary of content area learning (Carnegic Council on 
Advancing Adoleseent Literacy, 2010, cited in Flanigan, Templeton & Hayes, 2012). 
Academic writingassignment can help students to develop their writing. 
According to Hinkel (2004) the most important characteristic of academic writing are 
demonstrating command of standard written English (grammar, phrasing, effective 
sentence structure, spelling, and punctuation). Besides, Hinkel (2004) also stated that 
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the most common written academic assignment and tasks are major writing 
assignments, medium-length essays and short written tasks, and English composition 
writing tasks. Furthermore, there are several types of writing for the assignment in-
class or out-of-class, such as exposition, cause-effect interpretation, classification, 
comparison/contrast, analysis, and argumentation (Hinkel, 2004). Through the 
assignment that the students get in writing class, they will develop their knowledge 
about the academic words in academic writing. It also makes them easier to write text 
with academic purposes to make the students more focus to the meaning of words in 
writing. 
Developing vocabulary knowledge 
There are several ways to develop vocabulary knowledge. The first one is 
reading. According to Nation (1990) the students of English as a foreign language 
usually begin their reading with specially simplified texts. He also stated that the 
learners who lack vocabulary should read the texts through vocabulary exercises, 
learning word in isolation, simplified reading, intensive reading of un-simplified 
texts, and semantic mapping. In addition, there areapproaches in reading such as 
purposeful reading, scanning, skimming, information word, phrase reading, analytical 
reading, marking the text, note-taking, managing vocabulary, and reading with others. 
Using the approaches in reading, the students will be able to understand the meaning 
and the purposes of the text. During reading, the students can master 2000 to 3000 
words of general useful words in English. It wise to direct the student’s vocabulary 
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learning in more specific area through learning shared vocabulary of several fields of 
(Nation, 1990). 
Writing is another way to improve vocabulary knowledge. First of all 
introducing vocabulary as well as in the structured language practice activities that 
can develop sentences to become structured language practice is neededbefore 
students come up to the lesson (Donnelly & Roe, 2010). There are two sets to 
develop sentences frame. The first set is using familiar vocabulary before writing 
lesson with the students who may not be familiar with the English language necessary 
to express compare/contrast statement. The second set is use the main lesson and 
merge of the academic language that selected from the text (Donnelly & Roe, 2010).  
 The third way to develop vocabulary knowledge is speaking. Through 
communication skill in speaking can influence developing vocabulary by 
understanding the meaning of words when communicate. By being exposed the 
situations where the emphasis is using the speaker on resources for communicating 
meaning as efficiently and economically as possible (Littlewood, 2006). So, the 
speaker makes conscious decisions about the message that the speaker wants to 
convey. In addition, Luoma (2004) stated that the most important point to remember 
from the linguistic description of spoken language is the special nature of spoken 
grammar and spoken vocabulary. Therefore, by choosing words and vocabulary in 
communicating with each other, the topic or issue were delivered and become the 
vocabulary learning to develop the vocabulary knowledge. 
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 The fourth way to develop vocabulary knowledge is listening. Listening has 
close connection with speaking. According to Buck (2001) listening is the result of an 
interaction between information sources are details of the context, general world 
knowledge, and so forth. The listeners use whatever information available, or 
whatever information seems relevant to help the listener interpret what the speaker is 
saying. Through listening what the speaker says, the students can devise the meaning 
of the statement that the speakers’ speak. To develop the vocabulary knowledge, 
reading, speaking, and listening have definite connection.  
Vocabulary Profiler as a tool to analyse vocabulary 
Vocabulary profiler is a tool used to analyse vocabulary profile in a text. The 
vocabulary profiler categorizes word into 1000 most frequency word families (K1), 
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 1000 most frequency word families (K2), the Academic Word List (AWL), and 
off list word. With the categories, the students know what vocabulary they should 
learn. Besides, the categories of words would benefit teachers what words to teach to 
the students.  
The vocabulary profiler is very useful in language education. With the 
categories of vocabulary profile, the teachers and the students are more directed when 
teaching and learning vocabulary.According to Coxhead (2006),based on the 
computer program have known some word appear frequently than others. So, there 
are the ones should try to teach first or choosing the high-frequency to work on in 
classroom or highlighting words in passage or focusing in writing.From this vocab 
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profiler analysis, teachers can choose which one the suitable vocabulary to teach 
accordance with the level of students. In addition,by a vocabulary profile, it is meant 
that the frequency of each vocabulary item is to calculate from a reference amount 
covering the language variety of the target situation (Yoon, Bhat, &Zechner, 2012). 
In other hand, the vocabulary profile can be the reference to help the students increase 
their vocabulary knowledge. Moreover, vocabulary profiles offer good potential as 
predictors of the academic performance of TESL students if used in conjunction with 
more traditional forms of entrance assessment, such as interviews, academic records, 
and tests of grammatical knowledge (Morris & Cobb, 2003). 
Previous Studies 
 The previous study conducted byTrifosa (2014) entitled ‘Vocabulary Profile 
of IC (Integrated Course) Books Used in English Teacher Education Program of 
SatyaWacana Christian University’ had examined the vocabulary profile of IC 
(Integrated Course) books used in English Language Education Program, 
SatyaWacana Christian University to help the lectures during teaching, especially 
teaching vocabulary. IC books contain kinds of materials and exercises like reading, 
writing, etc. This research had result, the average of K-1 in book 1 was 81.46% and in 
book 2 was 83.93%, K-2 in book 1 was 7.54% and in book 2 was 7.12%. The AWL 
in book 1 was 2.1% and in book 2 was 1.72%. The Off-List Word in book 1 was 
8.94% and book 2 was 7.11%.  This result could conclude that the information on 
vocabulary profile was important to help the lectures in checking material that would 
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be given to the students and good to help the lectures in giving appropriate 
vocabulary exercises, assignment, and any other activities by knowing the difficulty 
level of the vocabulary. 
 The other the previous study conducted by Ardyny (2014) entitled 
‘Vocabulary Profile of Introduction to Language Education Textbook’. This study 
had purpose to identify the vocabulary profile of material in the Introduction to 
Language Education course.The result of this study showed 80.81% of the course 
book was understandable for university level while the rest of 19.19% was need much 
effort to comprehend; unit 1 of the course book could be relatively easy to 
comprehend because it had the highest proportion of 1000 word list (K1) and the 
lowest proportion of Academic Word List (AWL), while unit 5 could be hard to 
comprehend because of its lowest proportion of K1 and its highest proportion of 
AWL; (3) unit 7 did not show the contrastive result of K1 and AWL however it still 
concluded as unit which was hard to comprehend. From this study could conclude 
that teachers should be more aware with the words contained in the course book so 
that they can decide the choice of words in creating materials for the students.In my 
study will conduct the study of vocabulary profile of the students’ thesis that has not 
been researched before, especially at English Education Program at the Faculty of 





Context of the study 
The study took place at the Faculty of Language and Literature (FLL), Satya 
Wacana Christian University (SWCU). To be specific, the study took place in the 
university library where the completed students’ theses that got Sarjana Degree that 
have been stored. 
Method of the research 
This study used a descriptive method to analyse the data. According to Rivera 
(2007), descriptive method is used to discover the facts which involve description, 
recording, analysis, and interpretation of the data. In this study, I described the 
vocabulary by profile of the ELEP students’ theses. 
Samples 
The samples for this study were selected from the theses completed by the 
students of 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011 academic years. This was 1 thesis 
selected randomly from each group. So, in this study, I analysed 5 complete theses by 
the students. All fields in the theses completed by the students of 2007, 2008, 2009, 
2010, and 2011 were selected. 
Research Instrument 
This study used the vocabulary profiler as a tool to analyse the vocabulary in the 
theses. The vocabulary profiler was used to measure the proportion of low-frequency 
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vs high-frequency words in the students’ theses by means of the computer program 
Vocabprofile. According to Bardel & Lindqvist(2011), the vocabulary profile will 
contain K1 words (1-1000), K2 words (1001-2000), Academic Words List (AWL), 
and Off-List words. This study used the vocabulary profiler as a tool to analyse the 
vocabulary in the theses with four categories of frequencies. 
Data Collection Procedure 
Selecting the students’ theses was the first step to collect the data. I went to the 
library and asked the librarian to get permission to borrow the soft file of the theses. 
The data were collected from library’s website (Repository.uksw.edu). The completed 
theses of the students were stored in Repository.uksw.edu. The theses of 2007, 2008, 
2009, 2010, and 2011 academic years were selected and downloaded randomly from 
this website. After that, I copied all the contents of the students’ theses from PDF file 
to the document file. The analysis started from introduction up to conclusion without 
name of person, name of place, number and punctuation. 
Data Analysis 
To analyse the data, I used the computer program available at www.lextutor.ca/vp. 
The first step was to open www.lextutor.ca/vp then chose vocabprofile. The next step 
was to select VP classic. The next step was to copy the soft file of the students’ theses 
which had been saved in Microsoft WordDocument. The next step was to select 
submit window to produce the output.  
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
The first part of this section presents the overall vocabulary profile of the 
students’ theses showing the proportions of the vocabulary frequency classifications. 
The second part shows the negative vocabulary profiles of K-1, K-2, K-3 (AWL) with 
lists of the vocabulary items that were not found in the students’ theses. The last part 
of this section shows the comparison of the students’ theses with regard to the 
vocabulary items that were shared and unique in each of thestudents’ theses. The 
comparison also shows the token recycling index that provides information about an 
estimate of the students’ theses comprehensibility. 
A. Over All Vocabulary Profile on the students’ theses 
Table 1. Overall vocabulary profile of the students’ theses 












































As shown in Table 1, the first row shows three terms; family, type and token.   
Word family is head word, for example: the family or head word of classification and 
classified is classify. Type is different words, for example: modality and capability are 
different words. While classification,classified, classifying are considered as the same 
type. Token is words in a text; the total number of words in a text. For example, if in a 
text there are classify [2], describe [6], development [3], and studying [5], the number 
of token is 16. 
Table 1 shows the most frequently used 1000 words group or K-1 was 
78.31%, more than two-third of the vocabulary used in the students’ theses. With the 
additional K-2 word coverage (6.42%) the cumulative percentage of the word 
coverage was 84.73%. This is below a good estimate for good comprehension of 
reading theses. According to Hirsch (2003), an understanding of 90-95% of the words 
is necessary for good comprehension. Based on the data in Table 1, this word 
knowledge band should include knowledge of academic words as much as 8.44%. 
Academic words are those words which are commonly used in academic texts. We 
need to question whether the proportion the academic words that amounted to 2543 
words used in the students’theses is sufficient for thesis writing. Another point that is 
worth considering is the number of off-list words that reached 30146 words. 
Although this off-list category is excluded from the frequency list and may occur 
infrequently (low frequency words), it may have words that students’need for writing 
theses. This low frequency list should not be ignored and theses students have to 
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make a selection for useful words in this category. According toLaufer in Alderson 
(2007) students need at least all the 3,000 level words to write for academic purpose. 
B. Negative vocabulary profiles of the students’ theses 
 The second section present the description of negative vocabulary profiles of 
the students’ theses. Negative vocabulary is vocabulary items that are not found in the 
students’ theses. These missing words are derived from differences of words in the 
New General Word List and words in the students’ theses used in this study. The list 
of negative K-1 words below is useful for students in selecting vocabulary items that 
they may find useful for these writing.  From this list, the teachers may see on the 
negative VP to teach appropriate vocabulary to the students except the vocabulary 
that occur in the vocabulary profile. 
Negative VP of K-1 
These following analysis shows all the word families (=head words) from the 
K-1 level that were not found in the students’ theses.  The summary of negative 
vocabulary profile for K-1 level is presented below. 
K-1 Total word families:   964 
K-1 families in input:    625 (64.83%) 
K-1 families not in input:   340 (35.27%) 
These percentages do not refer to tokens or number of words in the students’ theses 
but rather number of word families. As can be seen the summary, as much as 64.83% 
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of word families were found in the students’ theses, which means, as much as 35.27% 
of word families were ‘missing’ or not found based on the words listed in New 
General Service  List (NGSL). The followings are some of the word families that are 











































Negative VP of K-2 
This analysis shows all the word families (=head words) from the K-2 level 
that were not found in the input texts.  
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K-2 Total word families:   986 
K-2 families in input:    229 (23.23%) 
K-2 families not in input:   758 (78.87%) 
These percentages do not focus on tokens or number of words in the students’ theses 
but rather number of word families. As shown in the summary, as much as 23.23% of 
word families were found in the students’ theses, which means, as much as 78.87% of 
word families were ‘missing’ or not found based on the words listed. The followings 
are some of the word families (K-2) that were not found in the students’ theses. The 






































Negative VP of K-3 or AWL 
This analysis shows all the word families (=head words) from the K-3 level 
that were not found in the input students’ theses. These percentages do not refer to 
tokens or number of words in the students’ theses texts but rather number of word 
families. As can be seen the summary, as much as 50.44% of word families were 
found in the students’ theses texts, which means, as much as 49.74% of word families 
were ‘missing’ or not found based on the words listed in New General Service List 
(NGSL). 
K-3 Total word families:   569 
K-3 families in input:    287 (50.44%) 
K-3 families not in input:   283 (49.74%) 
The followings are some of the word families that were not found in the input text. 












































These academic words families may contain techical words that students need in 
writing theses. By learning  the ‘missing’ AWL the students can develop their 
vocabulary, especially for academic purposes. According to Kinsella (2006) these 
academic words are likely to be useful for theses students. 
The knowledge about AWL will help the students in academic studies. 
According to Coxhead (1998) knowledge of academic vocabulary is vital for students 
studying English as a foregn language, particularly writing.Academic words are the 
important words used in writing which have academic pupose.So, the AWL is the 
most important words that used in writing which have academic pupose, especialy in 
writing thesis. 
C. Block frequency output of off-list words. 
The following words fall under the category of ‘Off-list’; words not listed 
under any three frequency categories. Using the tool in the Vocabulary Profiler, these 
words have been frequency-blocked per ten words and have been arranged from high 
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to low frequency. This list of words may provide supervisors with useful information 
as to what words are necessary fortheses students. In other words, supervisors may 
select words from the list that are relevant to guide theses students at the faculty. 
Below is the list of ‘Off-list’ words, with 2061 tokens and 517 types. Note that RANK 
is ranking of word, FREQ is frequency of word occurrence, COVERAGE is the 
percentage of word occurrences, individual or cumulative, and the last column is the 
vocabulary item/word. The complete list of blocked frequency has been put in 
Appendix D. 
Table 2. Block frequency output of off-list words 




1. 158  7.67% 7.67% FEEDBACK  
2. 93  4.51% 12.18% CLASSROOM  
3. 91  4.42% 16.60% MODAL  
4. 87  4.22% 20.82% TRANSLATOR  
5. 80  3.88% 24.70% INDONESIAN  
6. 62  3.01% 27.71% ORAL  
7. 55  2.67% 30.38% COMICS  
8. 54  2.62% 33.00% COMIC  
9. 38  1.84% 34.84% INTERVIEW  
10. 34  1.65% 36.49% MODULATION  
11. 33  1.60% 38.09% EXCERPT  
12. 26  1.26% 39.35% RECAST  





14. 21  1.02% 41.39% MODALS  
15. 19  0.92% 42.31% INDONESIA  
16. 18  0.87% 43.18% COUPLETS  
17. 18  0.87% 44.05% LITERAL  
18. 17  0.82% 44.87% JUNIOR  
19. 15  0.73% 45.60% DISCOURAGED  
20. 15  0.73% 46.33% SYNONYMY  
 
D. Comparison of Vocabulary frequency levels of the students’ theses 
Table 3 below compares the frequency of K-1, K-2, AWL, and Off-list among 
the students’ theses texts. It provides a general picture of the extent to which the 
students’ theses differed with regards to their frequency groups.  
Table 3. Comparison of word frequency levels of students’ theses 





























































As displayed in the Table 3, it appears that in general, the differences of K-1, 
K-2, AWL, and Off-list words among the students’ theses were not very significant 
as the differences were very small between the students of 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 
and 2011 academic years. The differences of Academic Word List (AWL) were very 
significant between the students’ theses of 2008 academic years (4.24%) and the 
students’ theses of 2009 academic years (10.47%). Whereas, students’ theses of 2007 
(9.84%), 2010 (9.05%), and 2011 (9.37%) have relatively similar proportion of 
Academic Word List (AWL). However, if we consider the inclusion of AWL groups 
in writing theses, we should expect that the students should master AWL words 
because those words are commonly used in academic texts such as theses. 
Text comparison of the students’ theses 
Comparison of students’ theses 2008 and students’ theses 2009 
The comparison is between students’ 2008 thesis and 2009 thesis based on 
differences of Academic Words List (AWL) used. The analysis of comparison shows 
that the token recycling index was 83.88%, indicating that as much as 83.88% of 
words in the students’ theses of 2008 academic years and the students’ theses of 2009 
academic years were similar (shared). Thus, new or unique words in students’ theses 
of 2008 and 2009 academic years were 53.72% (families recycling index). The shared 
as well as unique words are displayed in the Table 4 below. The figure next to a word 
is the occurrences or frequency of that word in the students’ theses.The complete 
table has been put in Appendix E. 
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Table 3. Shared and Unique words students’ theses of 2008 academic years and 
students’ theses of 2009. 
TOKEN Recycling Index: (4782 repeated tokens: 5701 tokens in new text) = 83.88% 
FAMILIES Recycling Index: (375 repeated families: 698 families in new text) = 
53.72% 






Unique to second 
919 tokens 
323 families 
001.  joke 26 
002.  encourage 17 
003.  easy 15 
004.  you 15 
005.  avoid 14 
006.  check 14 
007.  difficult 14 
008.  repeat 14 
009.  comprehend 13 
010.  direct 13 
011.  talk 13 
012.  clear 12 
013.  sentence 12 
014.  silence 12 
015.  praise 9 
016.  correct 8 
017.  deal 8 
018.  try 8 
019.  utter 8 
020.  exercise 7 
021.  fast 7 
022.  play 7 
023.  rule 7 
001.  the 437 
002.  be 248 
003.  in 194 
004.  to 183 
005.  this 159 
006.  of 139 
007.  and 138 
008.  student 133 
009.  learn 122 
010.  they 102 
011.  english 94 
012.  a 92 
013.  room 74 
014.  have 59 
015.  teach 58 
016.  as 52 
017.  with 51 
018.  it 49 
019.  i 47 
020.  for 46 
021.  participant 43 
022.  relation 40 
023.  not 34 
Freqfirst 
(then alpha) 
001.  factor 47 
002.  external 36 
003.  size 30 
004.  between 23 
005.  group 19 
006.  affect 18 
007.  facility 17 
008.  style 17 
009.  discourage 16 
010.  club 14 
011.  expose 14 
012.  multimedia 13 
013.  length 12 
014.  mutual 12 
015.  peer 12 
016.  quality 11 
017.  internal 10 
018.  video 10 
019.  small 9 
020.  space 9 
021.  students’ 9 
Same list 
Alpha first 
001.  : 1 
002.  academy 3 
003.  access 5 
004.  accommodate 2 
005.  achieve 5 
006.  act 1 
007.  adequate 4 
008.  administration 1 
009.  advantage 2 
010.  affect 18 
011.  age 4 
012.  air 2 
013.  alertness 6 
014.  alternative 1 
015.  ambiguous 1 
016.  amount 3 
017.  ample 2 
018.  appeal 1 
019.  approach 2 
020.  appropriate 4 
021.  aptitude 3 
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024.  confidence 6 
025.  express 6 
026.  might 6 
027.  role 6 
028.  world 6 
029.  command 5 
030.  front 5 
031.  hate 5 
032.  note 5 
033.  now 5 
034.  sure 5 
035.  tend 5 
 
024.  study 28 
025.  practise 27 
026.  about 26 
027.  from 26 
028.  interview 26 
029.  on 26 
030.  which 26 
031.  by 25 
032.  environment 25 
033.  language 25 
034.  time 25 
035.  what 25 
022.  indicate 8 
023.  individual 8 
024.  interest 8 
025.  conflict 7 
026.  specific 7 
027.  alertness 6 
028.  atmosphere 6 
029.  enjoy 6 
030.  every 6 
031.  member 6 
032.  respect 6 
033.  access 5 
034.  achieve 5 
035.  clean 5 
022.  argue 2 
023.  arsenic 1 
024.  asbestos 1 
025.  assume 1 
026.  atmosphere 6 
027.  attribute 1 
028.  average 1 
029.  balance 1 
030.  begin 2 
031.  between 23 
032.  beyond 1 
033.  big 2 
034.  bit 1 
035.  blame 2 
 
As shown in Table 4, it appears the unique words in the student thesis of 2008 as the 
first text with 690 tokens and 249 words. In the second column shows the shared 
word in both the student thesis of 2008 and the student thesis of 2009. This shared 
have 4782 tokens and 375 families words. The last column appears the unique to 
second (the student thesis 2009) in 919 tokens and 323 families. In addition, in this 
table also shows the same list words of both the student thesis 2008 and the student 
thesis 2009. 
CONCLUSION 
 This study aims to identify the vocabulary profile of the students’ theses at 
English Language Education Program at Faculty of Language and Literature, 
SatyaWacana Christian University. This study shows list of vocabulary in the 
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students’ theses and to produce the token(word) recycling index of the students’ 
theses. The vocabprofile of the students’ theses shows percentages of the frequency 
groups; 78.31% in K-1; 6.42% (K-2); 8.44% (AWL); and 6.84% (Off-Listword). The 
second finding was about the negative vocabulary profiles in the students’ theses 
35.27% of K-1; 78.87% of K-2; and 49.74% of AWL group that families not in input. 
This study also has shown the comparison of AWL between the students’ theses of 
2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011 academic years with 9.84% in the student thesis of 
2007; 4.24% in the student thesis of 2008; 10.47% in the student thesis of 2009; 
9.05% in the student thesis of 2010; and 9.37 in the student thesis of 2011.   
 This study has produced results that indicate the vocabulary profile that focus 
on frequency classification of K-1 and K-2 words used in the students’ theses 
negative VP profiles, AWL families, and the block frequency output of off-list words. 
From this result, it can help students to improve their vocabulary knowledge. 
Therefore, this result becomes the reference for the teacher to suggest vocabulary 
used in thesis. However, in the teaching vocabulary, teacher does not only focus on 
vocabulary that appears in K-1 and K-2, but also pay attention to the vocabulary that 
appears in negative VP and off-list word. 
 This study is far from perfect. There are some limitations in this research. 
First, the findings of this study are very contextual of vocabulary. The result gives 
more specific categories of vocabulary based on vocabulary profiler analysis. The 
vocabulary profile of students’ theses in this study cannot be generalized to other 
26 
 
context of vocabulary profile. Last, this research only focuses on the vocabulary 
profile of the students’ theses. For further study, it suggested to conduct a research on 
the N-Gram Phrase Extractor of vocabulary used in the students’ theses that pull out 
the recurring word strings up to and including the length of words’ specify that have 
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Negative VP of K-1 
 Summary: 
 1k Total word families:964 
 1k families in input: 625  (64.83%) 
 1k families not in input: 340 (35.27%) 
 Note: These percentages do not refer to tokens in text but rather number of 
families. 
 This analysis applies only to standard list items NOT any recategorized proper 
nouns 













8.  ACCOUNTABLE   
9.  ACROSS   
10. ACT 
11. ACTIVE 
12.  ACTOR   









22.  AFFAIR   
23. AFTER 
24. AGAIN 
25.  AGAINST   
26. AGE 
27.  AGENT   




1.  A  
2.  ABLE  
3.  ABOUT  
4.  ABOVE  
5.  ACCEPT  
6.  ACCORD  
7.  ACCOUNT  
8.  
9.  
10.  ACT  
11.  ACTIVE  
12.  
13.  
14.  ACTUAL  
15.  ADD  
16.  ADDRESS  
17.  ADMIT  
18.  ADOPT  
19.  ADVANCE  
20.  ADVANTAGE  
21.  ADVENTURE  
22.  
23.  AFTER  
24.  AGAIN  
25.  
26.  AGE  
27.  
28.  
29.  AGREE  
30.  AIR  








8.  ACCOUNTABLE  
9.  ACROSS  
10.  
11.  
12.  ACTOR  









22.  AFFAIR  
23.  
24.  
25.  AGAINST  
26.  
27.  AGENT  

























51.  ARISE   
52.  ARM   
53.  ARMY   
54. AROUND 













68.  BALL   
69.  BANK   
70.  BAR   
71. BASE 
72.  BATTLE   
73. BE 
74. BEAR 
75.  BEAUTY   
76. BECAUSE 
77. BECOME 
78.  BED   
79. BEFORE 
80. BEGIN 
81.  BEHIND   
82. BELIEVE 
32.  ALLOW  
33.  ALMOST  
34.  ALONE  
35.  ALONG  
36.  ALREADY  
37.  ALSO  
38.  ALTHOUGH  
39.  ALWAYS  
40.  AMONG  
41.  AMOUNT  
42.  
43.  AND  
44.  ANIMAL  
45.  ANOTHER  
46.  ANSWER  
47.  ANY  
48.  APPEAR  
49.  APPLY  




54.  AROUND  
55.  
56.  ART  
57.  ARTICLE  
58.  AS  
59.  ASK  
60.  ASSOCIATE  
61.  AT  
62.  
63.  ATTEMPT  
64.  AVERAGE  
65.  AWAY  
66.  BACK  




71.  BASE  
72.  
73.  BE  
74.  BEAR  
75.  
76.  BECAUSE  
77.  BECOME  
78.  
79.  BEFORE  
80.  BEGIN  
81.  




















51.  ARISE  
52.  ARM  
53.  ARMY  
54.  













68.  BALL  
69.  BANK  
70.  BAR  
71.  
72.  BATTLE  
73.  
74.  
75.  BEAUTY  
76.  
77.  
78.  BED  
79.  
80.  












91.  BILL   
92. BIRD 
93.  BLACK   
94. BLOOD 
95.  BLOW   
96. BLUE 
97. BOARD 





103.  BOY   
104.  BRANCH   
105. BREAD 
106. BREAK 
107.  BRIDGE   
108.  BRIGHT   
109. BRING 
110.  BROAD   
111. BROTHER 
112. BUILD 
113.  BURN   
114.  BUSINESS   
115. BUT 




120.  CAPITAL   
121. CAPTAIN 




126.  CASTLE   







83.  BELONG  
84.  BELOW  
85.  
86.  BESIDE  
87.  BEST  
88.  BETWEEN  
89.  BEYOND  
90.  BIG  
91.  
92.  BIRD  
93.  
94.  BLOOD  
95.  
96.  BLUE  
97.  BOARD  
98.  
99.  BODY  
100.  BOOK  
101.  BOTH  
102.  BOX  
103.  
104.  
105.  BREAD  
106.  BREAK  
107.  
108.  
109.  BRING  
110.  
111.  BROTHER  
112.  BUILD  
113.  
114.  
115.  BUT  
116.  
117.  BY  
118.  CALL  
119.  CAN  
120.  
121.  CAPTAIN  
122.  
123.  CARE  
124.  CARRY  
125.  CASE  
126.  
127.  
128.  CAUSE  
129.  CENTRE  
130.  CERTAIN  
131.  CHANCE  
132.  CHANGE  
133.  CHARACTER  
83.  
84.  






91.  BILL  
92.  
93.  BLACK  
94.  
95.  BLOW  
96.  
97.  





103.  BOY  
104.  BRANCH  
105.  
106.  
107.  BRIDGE  
108.  BRIGHT  
109.  
110.  BROAD  
111.  
112.  
113.  BURN  
114.  BUSINESS  
115.  




120.  CAPITAL  
121.  




126.  CASTLE  










135.  CHIEF   
136. CHILD 
137. CHOOSE 
138.  CHURCH   
139.  CIRCLE   





145.  CLOUD   
146.  COAL   
147.  COAST   
148.  COIN   
149.  COLD   
150.  COLLEGE   















166.  CORN   
167.  COST   
168.  COTTON   
169. COULD 




174.  COURT   
175. COVER 
176.  CROSS   
177.  CROWD   
178.  CROWN   
179.  CRY   
180. CURRENT 
181. CUT 
182.  DANGER   
183.  DARK   
184.  DATE   
134.  CHARGE  
135.  
136.  CHILD  




141.  CLAIM  
142.  CLASS  
143.  CLEAR  








152.  COLOUR  
153.  COME  
154.  COMMAND  
155.  
156.  COMMON  
157.  COMPANY  
158.  COMPLETE  
159.  CONCERN  
160.  CONDITION  
161.  CONSIDER  
162.  CONTAIN  
163.  CONTENT  
164.  CONTINUE  




169.  COULD  
170.  
171.  COUNT  
172.  COUNTRY  
173.  COURSE  
174.  





180.  CURRENT  





135.  CHIEF  
136.  
137.  
138.  CHURCH  
139.  CIRCLE  





145.  CLOUD  
146.  COAL  
147.  COAST  
148.  COIN  
149.  COLD  
150.  COLLEGE  















166.  CORN  
167.  COST  
168.  COTTON  
169.  




174.  COURT  
175.  
176.  CROSS  
177.  CROWD  
178.  CROWN  
179.  CRY  
180.  
181.  
182.  DANGER  
183.  DARK  
184.  DATE  
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189.  DEAR   
190. DECIDE 
191.  DECLARE   
192. DEEP 






199.  DESERT   
200. DESIRE 









210.  DISTANCE   
211. DISTINGUISH 
212.  DISTRICT   
213. DIVIDE 
214. DO 
215.  DOCTOR   
216. DOG 
217.  DOLLAR   




222.  DREAM   
223.  DRESS   
224. DRINK 
225.  DRIVE   
226. DROP 
227.  DRY   
228. DUE 




233.  EARTH   
234.  EAST   
235. EASY 
185.  
186.  DAY  
187.  DEAD  
188.  DEAL  
189.  
190.  DECIDE  
191.  
192.  DEEP  
193.  
194.  DEGREE  
195.  DEMAND  
196.  DEPARTMENT  
197.  DEPEND  
198.  DESCRIBE  
199.  
200.  DESIRE  
201.  
202.  DETAIL  
203.  DETERMINE  
204.  DEVELOP  
205.  DIE  
206.  DIFFERENCE  
207.  DIFFICULT  
208.  DIRECT  
209.  DISCOVER  
210.  
211.  DISTINGUISH  
212.  
213.  DIVIDE  
214.  DO  
215.  
216.  DOG  
217.  
218.  
219.  DOUBT  
220.  DOWN  
221.  DRAW  
222.  
223.  
224.  DRINK  
225.  
226.  DROP  
227.  
228.  DUE  
229.  
230.  EACH  
231.  EAR  
232.  EARLY  
233.  
234.  
235.  EASY  




189.  DEAR  
190.  
191.  DECLARE  
192.  






199.  DESERT  
200.  









210.  DISTANCE  
211.  
212.  DISTRICT  
213.  
214.  
215.  DOCTOR  
216.  
217.  DOLLAR  




222.  DREAM  
223.  DRESS  
224.  
225.  DRIVE  
226.  
227.  DRY  
228.  




233.  EARTH  




236.  EAT   
237. EFFECT 
238.  EFFICIENT   
239.  EFFORT   
240.  EGG   
241.  EIGHT   
242. EITHER 
243.  ELECT   
244.  ELEVEN   
245. ELSE 
246.  EMPIRE   
247. EMPLOY 
248. END 


















267.  EXPENSE   
268. EXPERIENCE 




273.  EYE   
274. FACE 
275. FACT 
276.  FACTORY   
277. FAIL 
278.  FAIR   
279.  FAITH   
280. FALL 
281. FAMILIAR 
282.  FAMILY   
283. FAMOUS 
284. FAR 
285.  FARM   
286. FAST 
236.  





242.  EITHER  
243.  
244.  
245.  ELSE  
246.  
247.  EMPLOY  
248.  END  
249.  
250.  ENGLISH  
251.  ENJOY  
252.  ENOUGH  
253.  ENTER  
254.  EQUAL  
255.  
256.  EVEN  
257.  EVENING  
258.  EVENT  
259.  
260.  EVERY  
261.  EXAMPLE  
262.  EXCEPT  
263.  
264.  EXERCISE  
265.  EXIST  
266.  EXPECT  
267.  
268.  EXPERIENCE  
269.  
270.  EXPLAIN  
271.  EXPRESS  
272.  EXTEND  
273.  
274.  FACE  
275.  FACT  
276.  
277.  FAIL  
278.  
279.  
280.  FALL  
281.  FAMILIAR  
282.  
283.  FAMOUS  
284.  FAR  
285.  
286.  FAST  
236.  EAT  
237.  
238.  EFFICIENT  
239.  EFFORT  
240.  EGG  
241.  EIGHT  
242.  
243.  ELECT  
244.  ELEVEN  
245.  
246.  EMPIRE  
247.  
248.  


















267.  EXPENSE  
268.  




273.  EYE  
274.  
275.  
276.  FACTORY  
277.  
278.  FAIR  
279.  FAITH  
280.  
281.  
282.  FAMILY  
283.  
284.  





288.  FAVOUR   
289.  FEAR   
290. FEEL 
291.  FELLOW   
292. FEW 
293. FIELD 













307.  FLOW   







315.  FOREST   
316.  FORGET   
317. FORM 
318.  FORMER   




323.  FRESH   









333.  GARDEN   




287.  FATHER  
288.  
289.  
290.  FEEL  
291.  
292.  FEW  
293.  FIELD  
294.  
295.  FIGURE  
296.  FILL  
297.  FIND  
298.  FINE  
299.  FINISH  
300.  
301.  FIRST  
302.  FISH  
303.  FIT  
304.  FIVE  
305.  FIX  
306.  FLOOR  
307.  
308.  
309.  FLY  
310.  FOLLOW  
311.  FOOD  
312.  FOR  
313.  FORCE  
314.  FOREIGN  
315.  
316.  
317.  FORM  
318.  
319.  
320.  FORTUNE  
321.  FOUR  
322.  FREE  
323.  
324.  
325.  FRIEND  
326.  FROM  
327.  FRONT  
328.  FULL  
329.  FURNISH  
330.  FUTURE  
331.  GAIN  
332.  GAME  
333.  
334.  
335.  GATE  
336.  GATHER  
337.  GENERAL  
287.  
288.  FAVOUR  
289.  FEAR  
290.  
291.  FELLOW  
292.  
293.  













307.  FLOW  







315.  FOREST  
316.  FORGET  
317.  
318.  FORMER  




323.  FRESH  









333.  GARDEN  






338.  GENTLE   
339. GET 
340.  GIFT   
341.  GIRL   
342. GIVE 
343.  GLAD   
344.  GLASS   
345. GO 
346. GOD 
347.  GOLD   
348. GOOD 
349. GREAT 




354.  HALF   
355. HAND 
















372.  HILL   
373. HISTORY 
374.  HOLD   
375. HOME 
376.  HONOUR   
377. HOPE 
378.  HORSE   
379.  HOT   
380. HOUR 
381.  HOUSE   
382. HOW 
383. HOWEVER 
384.  HUMAN   
385.  HUNDRED   




339.  GET  
340.  
341.  
342.  GIVE  
343.  
344.  
345.  GO  
346.  GOD  
347.  
348.  GOOD  
349.  GREAT  
350.  
351.  GROUND  
352.  GROUP  
353.  GROW  
354.  
355.  HAND  
356.  
357.  HAPPEN  
358.  HAPPY  
359.  HARD  
360.  
361.  HAVE  
362.  HE  
363.  HEAD  
364.  HEAR  
365.  
366.  HEAT  
367.  HEAVEN  
368.  HEAVY  
369.  HELP  
370.  HERE  
371.  HIGH  
372.  
373.  HISTORY  
374.  
375.  HOME  
376.  
377.  HOPE  
378.  
379.  
380.  HOUR  
381.  
382.  HOW  




387.  IDEA  
388.  IF  
338.  GENTLE  
339.  
340.  GIFT  
341.  GIRL  
342.  
343.  GLAD  
344.  GLASS  
345.  
346.  
347.  GOLD  
348.  
349.  




354.  HALF  
355.  
















372.  HILL  
373.  
374.  HOLD  
375.  
376.  HONOUR  
377.  
378.  HORSE  
379.  HOT  
380.  
381.  HOUSE  
382.  
383.  
384.  HUMAN  
385.  HUNDRED  





389.  ILL   
390. IMPORTANT 
391. IN 
392.  INCH   
393. INCLUDE 
394. INCREASE 
395.  INDEED   
396. INDEPENDENT 






403.  IRON   
404. IT 
405. JOIN 
406.  JOINT   
407. JOINTED 
408.  JOY   
409. JUDGE 
410. JUST 
411.  JUSTICE   
412. KEEP 





418.  LADY   






425.  LATTER   
426. LAUGH 
427. LAUGHTER 
428.  LAW   
429.  LAY   
430. LEAD 
431. LEARN 









390.  IMPORTANT  
391.  IN  
392.  
393.  INCLUDE  
394.  INCREASE  
395.  
396.  INDEPENDENT  
397.  
398.  INFLUENCE  
399.  INSTEAD  
400.  INTEREST  
401.  INTO  
402.  INTRODUCE  
403.  
404.  IT  
405.  JOIN  
406.  
407.  JOINTED  
408.  
409.  JUDGE  
410.  JUST  
411.  
412.  KEEP  
413.  
414.  KIND  
415.  KING  
416.  KNOW  
417.  LACK  
418.  
419.  
420.  LAND  
421.  LANGUAGE  
422.  LARGE  
423.  LAST  
424.  LATE  
425.  
426.  LAUGH  
427.  LAUGHTER  
428.  
429.  
430.  LEAD  
431.  LEARN  
432.  
433.  LEFT  
434.  LENGTH  
435.  LESS  
436.  LET  
437.  
438.  LEVEL  
439.  LIBRARY  
389.  ILL  
390.  
391.  
392.  INCH  
393.  
394.  
395.  INDEED  
396.  






403.  IRON  
404.  
405.  
406.  JOINT  
407.  
408.  JOY  
409.  
410.  
411.  JUSTICE  
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418.  LADY  






425.  LATTER  
426.  
427.  
428.  LAW  
429.  LAY  
430.  
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461.  MACHINE   
462. MAIN 
463. MAKE 
464.  MAN   
465. MANNER 




470.  MARRY   
471.  MASS   
472. MASTER 
473. MATERIAL 
474.  MATTER   
475. MAYBE 
476. MEAN 
477.  MEASURE   
478. MEET 
479. MEMBER 
480.  MEMORY   
481. MENTION 
482. MERE 
483.  METAL   
484. MIDDLE 
485. MIGHT 
486.  MILE   
487.  MILK   
488.  MILLION   
489. MIND 
490.  MINER   
440.  LIE  
441.  LIFE  
442.  
443.  LIGHT  
444.  LIKE  
445.  LIKELY  
446.  LIMIT  
447.  LINE  
448.  
449.  LISTEN  
450.  LITERATURE  
451.  LITTLE  
452.  LIVE  
453.  LOCAL  
454.  LONG  
455.  LOOK  
456.  
457.  LOSE  
458.  LOSS  
459.  LOVE  
460.  LOW  
461.  
462.  MAIN  
463.  MAKE  
464.  
465.  MANNER  
466.  
467.  MANY  
468.  MARK  
469.  MARKET  
470.  
471.  
472.  MASTER  
473.  MATERIAL  
474.  
475.  MAYBE  
476.  MEAN  
477.  
478.  MEET  
479.  MEMBER  
480.  
481.  MENTION  
482.  MERE  
483.  
484.  MIDDLE  



























461.  MACHINE  
462.  
463.  
464.  MAN  
465.  




470.  MARRY  
471.  MASS  
472.  
473.  
474.  MATTER  
475.  
476.  
477.  MEASURE  
478.  
479.  
480.  MEMORY  
481.  
482.  
483.  METAL  
484.  
485.  
486.  MILE  
487.  MILK  
488.  MILLION  
489.  
490.  MINER  
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491.  MINISTER   
492. MINUTE 
493. MISS 
494.  MISTER   
495. MODERN 
496.  MOMENT   
497.  MONDAY   
498. MONEY 
499. MONTH 
500.  MOON   
501.  MORAL   
502. MORE 
503. MOREOVER 
504.  MORNING   
505. MOST 
506. MOTHER 
507.  MOTOR   
508. MOUNTAIN 
509.  MOUTH   
510. MOVE 
511.  MRS   
512. MUCH 











524.  NEITHER   
525. NEVER 
526. NEW 






533.  NOBLE   
534.  NONE   
535.  NOR   







492.  MINUTE  
493.  MISS  
494.  
495.  MODERN  
496.  
497.  
498.  MONEY  
499.  MONTH  
500.  
501.  
502.  MORE  
503.  MOREOVER  
504.  
505.  MOST  
506.  MOTHER  
507.  
508.  MOUNTAIN  
509.  
510.  MOVE  
511.  
512.  MUCH  
513.  
514.  MUST  
515.  NAME  
516.  NATION  
517.  NATIVE  
518.  NATURE  
519.  NEAR  
520.  NECESSARY  
521.  NECESSITY  
522.  NEED  
523.  NEIGHBOUR  
524.  
525.  NEVER  
526.  NEW  
527.  
528.  NEWSPAPER  
529.  NEXT  
530.  NIGHT  
531.  NINE  





537.  NOT  
538.  NOTE  
539.  NOTICE  
540.  NOW  
541.  NUMBER  
491.  MINISTER  
492.  
493.  
494.  MISTER  
495.  
496.  MOMENT  
497.  MONDAY  
498.  
499.  
500.  MOON  
501.  MORAL  
502.  
503.  
504.  MORNING  
505.  
506.  
507.  MOTOR  
508.  
509.  MOUTH  
510.  
511.  MRS  
512.  











524.  NEITHER  
525.  
526.  






533.  NOBLE  
534.  NONE  
535.  NOR  








542.  NUMERICAL   























566.  ORDINARY   
567. ORGANIZE 
568. OTHER 


























544.  OBJECT  
545.  OBSERVE  
546.  OCCASION  
547.  OF  
548.  OFF  
549.  OFFER  
550.  OFFICE  
551.  OFFICIAL  
552.  OFTEN  
553.  OH  
554.  
555.  OLD  
556.  ON  
557.  ONCE  
558.  ONE  
559.  ONLY  
560.  OPEN  
561.  
562.  OPINION  
563.  OPPORTUNITY  
564.  OR  
565.  ORDER  
566.  
567.  ORGANIZE  
568.  OTHER  
569.  
570.  OUGHT  
571.  OUT  
572.  OVER  
573.  
574.  OWN  
575.  PAGE  
576.  PAINT  
577.  PAPER  
578.  PART  
579.  PARTICULAR  
580.  
581.  PASS  
582.  PAST  
583.  PAY  
584.  
585.  PEOPLE  
586.  PER  
587.  PERHAPS  
588.  PERMIT  
589.  PERSON  
590.  PICTURE  
591.  PIECE  
592.  PLACE  
542.  NUMERICAL  























566.  ORDINARY  
567.  
568.  



































602.  POPULATION   
603. POSITION 
604.  POSSESS   
605. POSSIBLE 
606.  POST   
607.  POUND   




612.  PRESIDENT   
613.  PRESS   
614. PRESSURE 
615. PRETTY 
616.  PREVENT   





622.  PROFIT   
623.  PROGRESS   
624. PROMISE 
625.  PROOF   
626. PROPER 
627.  PROPERTY   
628. PROPOSE 
629.  PROTECT   
630. PROVE 
631. PROVIDE 







639.  QUARTER   
640.  QUEEN   
641. QUESTION 
642. QUITE 
643.  RACE   
593.  
594.  PLAN  
595.  PLANT  
596.  PLAY  
597.  PLEASE  
598.  POINT  
599.  POLITICAL  
600.  POOR  
601.  POPULAR  
602.  
603.  POSITION  
604.  




609.  POWER  
610.  PREPARE  
611.  PRESENT  
612.  
613.  
614.  PRESSURE  
615.  PRETTY  
616.  
617.  
618.  PRIVATE  
619.  PROBLEM  
620.  PRODUCE  
621.  PRODUCT  
622.  
623.  
624.  PROMISE  
625.  
626.  PROPER  
627.  
628.  PROPOSE  
629.  
630.  PROVE  
631.  PROVIDE  
632.  
633.  PUBLIC  
634.  PULL  
635.  PURPOSE  
636.  PUT  
637.  QUALITY  
638.  QUANTITY  
639.  
640.  
641.  QUESTION  
642.  QUITE  
643.  









602.  POPULATION  
603.  
604.  POSSESS  
605.  
606.  POST  
607.  POUND  




612.  PRESIDENT  
613.  PRESS  
614.  
615.  
616.  PREVENT  





622.  PROFIT  
623.  PROGRESS  
624.  
625.  PROOF  
626.  
627.  PROPERTY  
628.  
629.  PROTECT  
630.  
631.  







639.  QUARTER  
640.  QUEEN  
641.  
642.  


















659.  RED   
660. REDUCE 




665.  RELIGION   
666. REMAIN 
667.  REMARK   
668. REMEMBER 
669.  REPLY   
670. REPORT 
671.  REPRESENT   
672.  REPUBLIC   




677.  RETURN   
678.  RICH   
679.  RIDE   
680. RIGHT 
681.  RING   
682. RISE 
683.  RIVER   
684. ROAD 
685.  ROCK   
686.  ROLL   
687. ROOM 
688.  ROUGH   
689.  ROUND   
690.  ROYAL   
691. RULE 
692.  RUN   
693.  SAFE   
694. SAIL 
644.  RAISE  
645.  
646.  RATE  
647.  RATHER  
648.  REACH  
649.  READ  
650.  READY  
651.  REAL  
652.  REALISE  
653.  REASON  
654.  
655.  RECEIVE  
656.  RECENT  
657.  RECOGNIZE  
658.  RECORD  
659.  
660.  REDUCE  
661.  
662.  REGARD  
663.  RELATION  
664.  RELATIVE  
665.  
666.  REMAIN  
667.  
668.  REMEMBER  
669.  




674.  RESPECT  
675.  REST  




680.  RIGHT  
681.  
682.  RISE  
683.  
684.  ROAD  
685.  
686.  




691.  RULE  
692.  
693.  
694.  SAIL  
644.  














659.  RED  
660.  




665.  RELIGION  
666.  
667.  REMARK  
668.  
669.  REPLY  
670.  
671.  REPRESENT  
672.  REPUBLIC  




677.  RETURN  
678.  RICH  
679.  RIDE  
680.  
681.  RING  
682.  
683.  RIVER  
684.  
685.  ROCK  
686.  ROLL  
687.  
688.  ROUGH  
689.  ROUND  
690.  ROYAL  
691.  
692.  RUN  




695.  SALE   
696.  SALT   
697. SAME 
698.  SATURDAY   
699. SAVE 
700. SAY 
701.  SCARCE   




706.  SEASON   
707.  SEAT   
708. SECOND 
709.  SECRET   




714.  SEND   
715. SENSE 
716.  SENSITIVE   
717.  SEPARATE   
718.  SERIOUS   
719. SERVE 
720.  SERVICE   
721. SET 
722.  SETTLE   
723. SEVEN 
724. SEVERAL 
725.  SHADOW   
726. SHAKE 
727. SHALL 
728.  SHAPE   
729. SHARE 
730. SHE 
731.  SHINE   
732. SHIP 
733.  SHOOT   
734.  SHORE   
735.  SHORT   
736. SHOULD 
737.  SHOULDER   
738. SHOW 
739. SIDE 
740.  SIGHT   
741. SIGN 
742. SILENCE 





697.  SAME  
698.  
699.  SAVE  
700.  SAY  
701.  
702.  
703.  SCHOOL  
704.  SCIENCE  
705.  SEA  
706.  
707.  
708.  SECOND  
709.  
710.  
711.  SEE  
712.  SEEM  
713.  SELL  
714.  




719.  SERVE  
720.  
721.  SET  
722.  
723.  SEVEN  
724.  SEVERAL  
725.  
726.  SHAKE  
727.  SHALL  
728.  
729.  SHARE  
730.  SHE  
731.  




736.  SHOULD  
737.  
738.  SHOW  
739.  SIDE  
740.  
741.  SIGN  
742.  SILENCE  
743.  
744.  SIMPLE  
745.  SINCE  
695.  SALE  
696.  SALT  
697.  
698.  SATURDAY  
699.  
700.  
701.  SCARCE  




706.  SEASON  
707.  SEAT  
708.  
709.  SECRET  




714.  SEND  
715.  
716.  SENSITIVE  
717.  SEPARATE  
718.  SERIOUS  
719.  
720.  SERVICE  
721.  
722.  SETTLE  
723.  
724.  
725.  SHADOW  
726.  
727.  
728.  SHAPE  
729.  
730.  
731.  SHINE  
732.  
733.  SHOOT  
734.  SHORE  
735.  SHORT  
736.  
737.  SHOULDER  
738.  
739.  
740.  SIGHT  
741.  
742.  





746.  SING   
747. SINGLE 
748. SIR 





754.  SKY   
755. SLEEP 
756. SMALL 
757.  SMILE   




762.  SOFT   
763.  SOLDIER   
764. SOME 
765.  SON   
766.  SOON   
767.  SORT   










778.  SPOT   
779.  SPREAD   
780.  SPRING   




785.  STAR   
786. START 
787. STATE 
788.  STATION   
789.  STAY   
790.  STEEL   
791. STEP 
792. STILL 
793.  STOCK   
794.  STONE   
795.  STOP   
796.  STORE   
746.  
747.  SINGLE  
748.  SIR  
749.  
750.  SIT  
751.  SITUATION  
752.  SIX  
753.  SIZE  
754.  
755.  SLEEP  
756.  SMALL  
757.  
758.  
759.  SO  
760.  SOCIAL  
761.  SOCIETY  
762.  
763.  





769.  SOUND  
770.  SOUTH  
771.  SPACE  
772.  SPEAK  
773.  SPECIAL  
774.  
775.  SPEND  
776.  SPIRIT  





782.  STAGE  
783.  STAND  
784.  STANDARD  
785.  
786.  START  




791.  STEP  





746.  SING  
747.  
748.  





754.  SKY  
755.  
756.  
757.  SMILE  




762.  SOFT  
763.  SOLDIER  
764.  
765.  SON  
766.  SOON  
767.  SORT  










778.  SPOT  
779.  SPREAD  
780.  SPRING  




785.  STAR  
786.  
787.  
788.  STATION  
789.  STAY  
790.  STEEL  
791.  
792.  
793.  STOCK  
794.  STONE  
795.  STOP  






800.  STREET   
801. STRENGTH 
802.  STRIKE   
803. STRONG 




808.  SUBSTANCE   
809. SUCCEED 
810. SUCH 
811.  SUFFER   
812. SUGGEST 
813.  SUMMER   
814. SUN 
815.  SUNDAY   




820.  SURFACE   
821. SURPRISE 
822.  SURROUND   
823.  SWEET   





829.  TAX   
830. TEACH 














845.  THIRTEEN   
846. THIRTY 
847. THIS 
797.  STORY  
798.  STRANGE  
799.  STREAM  
800.  
801.  STRENGTH  
802.  
803.  STRONG  
804.  
805.  STUDENT  
806.  STUDY  
807.  SUBJECT  
808.  
809.  SUCCEED  
810.  SUCH  
811.  
812.  SUGGEST  
813.  
814.  SUN  
815.  
816.  
817.  SUPPORT  
818.  SUPPOSE  
819.  SURE  
820.  




825.  SYSTEM  
826.  TABLE  
827.  TAKE  
828.  TALK  
829.  
830.  TEACH  
831.  
832.  TELL  
833.  TEMPLE  
834.  TEN  
835.  TERM  
836.  TEST  
837.  THAN  
838.  THE  
839.  THEN  
840.  THERE  
841.  THEREFORE  
842.  THEY  
843.  THING  
844.  THINK  
845.  
846.  THIRTY  




800.  STREET  
801.  
802.  STRIKE  
803.  




808.  SUBSTANCE  
809.  
810.  
811.  SUFFER  
812.  
813.  SUMMER  
814.  
815.  SUNDAY  




820.  SURFACE  
821.  
822.  SURROUND  
823.  SWEET  





829.  TAX  
830.  




















849.  THOUSAND   
850. THREE 
851. THROUGH 
852.  THROW   
853.  THURSDAY   
854. THUS 




859.  TOGETHER   








868.  TRAIN   
869.  TRAVEL   
870.  TREE   




875.  TUESDAY   
876. TURN 
877.  TWELVE   





883.  UNION   
884. UNITE 
885. UNIVERSITY 











897.  VESSEL   
898.  VICTORY   
848.  THOUGH  
849.  
850.  THREE  
851.  THROUGH  
852.  
853.  
854.  THUS  
855.  
856.  TIME  
857.  TO  
858.  TODAY  
859.  
860.  
861.  TOO  
862.  TOP  
863.  TOTAL  
864.  TOUCH  
865.  TOWARD  
866.  TOWN  





872.  TRUE  
873.  TRUST  
874.  TRY  
875.  
876.  TURN  
877.  
878.  
879.  TWO  
880.  TYPE  
881.  UNDER  
882.  UNDERSTAND  
883.  
884.  UNITE  
885.  UNIVERSITY  
886.  
887.  UNTIL  
888.  UP  
889.  UPON  
890.  USE  
891.  USUAL  
892.  
893.  VALUE  
894.  VARIETY  
895.  VARIOUS  




849.  THOUSAND  
850.  
851.  
852.  THROW  
853.  THURSDAY  
854.  




859.  TOGETHER  








868.  TRAIN  
869.  TRAVEL  
870.  TREE  




875.  TUESDAY  
876.  
877.  TWELVE  





883.  UNION  
884.  
885.  











897.  VESSEL  




900.  VILLAGE   
901.  VIRTUE   
902. VISIT 
903.  VOICE   
904.  VOTE   
905.  WAGE   
906. WAIT 
907.  WALK   
908. WALL 
909. WANT 
910.  WAR   
911. WATCH 
912. WATER 
913.  WAVE   
914. WAY 
915. WE 
916.  WEALTH   
917.  WEAR   
918.  WEDNESDAY   
919. WEEK 
920.  WELCOME   
921. WELL 
922. WEST 












935.  WIFE   
936. WILD 
937. WILL 
938.  WIN   
939.  WIND   
940. WINDOW 
941.  WINTER   





947.  WOMAN   
948.  WONDER   
949.  WOOD   
899.  VIEW  
900.  
901.  




906.  WAIT  
907.  
908.  WALL  
909.  WANT  
910.  
911.  WATCH  
912.  WATER  
913.  
914.  WAY  




919.  WEEK  
920.  
921.  WELL  
922.  WEST  
923.  
924.  WHAT  
925.  WHEN  
926.  WHERE  
927.  WHETHER  
928.  WHICH  
929.  WHILE  
930.  WHITE  
931.  WHO  
932.  WHOLE  
933.  WHY  
934.  WIDE  
935.  
936.  WILD  
937.  WILL  
938.  
939.  
940.  WINDOW  
941.  
942.  
943.  WISH  
944.  WITH  
945.  WITHIN  





900.  VILLAGE  
901.  VIRTUE  
902.  
903.  VOICE  
904.  VOTE  
905.  WAGE  
906.  
907.  WALK  
908.  
909.  
910.  WAR  
911.  
912.  
913.  WAVE  
914.  
915.  
916.  WEALTH  
917.  WEAR  
918.  WEDNESDAY  
919.  
920.  WELCOME  
921.  
922.  












935.  WIFE  
936.  
937.  
938.  WIN  
939.  WIND  
940.  
941.  WINTER  





947.  WOMAN  
948.  WONDER  






953.  WORTH   
954. WOULD 










965.  YOUTH  
950.  WORD  
951.  WORK  
952.  WORLD  
953.  
954.  WOULD  
955.  
956.  WRITE  
957.  WRONG  
958.  YEAR  
959.  YES  
960.  
961.  YET  
962.  YIELD  
963.  YOU  





953.  WORTH  
954.  





























Negative VP of K-2 
Summary: 
 2k Total word families:986 
 2k families in input: 229  (23.23%) 
 2k families not in input: 758 (76.88%) 
 Note: These percentages do not refer to tokens in text but rather number of 
families. 
 This analysis applies only to standard list items NOT any recategorized proper 
nouns 





words not found 
1.  ABROAD   
2.  ABSENCE   
3.  ABSENT   
4.  ABSOLUTE   
5.  ABSOLUTELY   
6.  ACCIDENT   
7.  ACCUSE   
8.  ACCUSTOM   
9.  ACHE   
10.  ADMIRE   
11.  ADVERTISE   
12. ADVICE 
13.  AEROPLANE   
14.  AFFORD   
15. AFRAID 
16.  AFTERNOON   
17. AGRICULTURE 
18.  AHEAD   
19. AIM 
20.  AIRPLANE   
21.  ALIKE   
22.  ALIVE   
23.  ALOUD   
24.  ALTOGETHER   
25.  AMBITION   
26.  AMUSE   
27. ANGER 
28.  ANGLE   
29. ANNOY 
30.  ANXIETY   
31. APART 
32.  APOLOGIZE   
33.  APOLOGY   












12.  ADVICE  
13.  
14.  
15.  AFRAID  
16.  
17.  AGRICULTURE  
18.  








27.  ANGER  
28.  
29.  ANNOY  
30.  




1.  ABROAD  
2.  ABSENCE  
3.  ABSENT  
4.  ABSOLUTE  
5.  ABSOLUTELY  
6.  ACCIDENT  
7.  ACCUSE  
8.  ACCUSTOM  
9.  ACHE  
10.  ADMIRE  
11.  ADVERTISE  
12.  
13.  AEROPLANE  
14.  AFFORD  
15.  
16.  AFTERNOON  
17.  
18.  AHEAD  
19.  
20.  AIRPLANE  
21.  ALIKE  
22.  ALIVE  
23.  ALOUD  
24.  ALTOGETHER  
25.  AMBITION  
26.  AMUSE  
27.  
28.  ANGLE  
29.  
30.  ANXIETY  
31.  
32.  APOLOGIZE  
33.  APOLOGY  
34.  APPLAUD  
53 
 
35.  APPLAUSE   
36.  APPLE   
37.  APPROVE   
38.  ARCH   
39. ARGUE 
40. ARRANGE 
41.  ARREST   
42.  ARROW   
43.  ARTIFICIAL   
44.  ASH   
45.  ASHAMED   
46. ASIDE 
47.  ASLEEP   




52.  AUDIENCE   
53.  AUNT   
54.  AUTUMN   
55.  AVENUE   
56. AVOID 
57.  AWAKE   
58.  AWKWARD   
59.  AXE   
60.  BABY   
61.  BAG   
62.  BAGGAGE   
63.  BAKE   
64. BALANCE 
65.  BAND   
66.  BARBER   
67.  BARE   
68. BARELY 
69.  BARGAIN   
70.  BARREL   
71.  BASIN   
72.  BASKET   
73.  BATH   
74.  BATHE   
75.  BAY   
76.  BEAK   
77.  BEAM   
78.  BEAN   
79.  BEARD   
80.  BEAST   
81.  BEAT   
82.  BEG   
83.  BEHAVE   
84. BEHAVIOUR 





39.  ARGUE  






46.  ASIDE  
47.  
48.  
49.  ATTEND  
50.  ATTENTION  

































84.  BEHAVIOUR  
85.  
35.  APPLAUSE  
36.  APPLE  
37.  APPROVE  
38.  ARCH  
39.  
40.  
41.  ARREST  
42.  ARROW  
43.  ARTIFICIAL  
44.  ASH  
45.  ASHAMED  
46.  
47.  ASLEEP  




52.  AUDIENCE  
53.  AUNT  
54.  AUTUMN  
55.  AVENUE  
56.  
57.  AWAKE  
58.  AWKWARD  
59.  AXE  
60.  BABY  
61.  BAG  
62.  BAGGAGE  
63.  BAKE  
64.  
65.  BAND  
66.  BARBER  
67.  BARE  
68.  
69.  BARGAIN  
70.  BARREL  
71.  BASIN  
72.  BASKET  
73.  BATH  
74.  BATHE  
75.  BAY  
76.  BEAK  
77.  BEAM  
78.  BEAN  
79.  BEARD  
80.  BEAST  
81.  BEAT  
82.  BEG  
83.  BEHAVE  
84.  
85.  BELL  
54 
 
86.  BELT   
87.  BEND   
88.  BERRY   
89.  BICYCLE   
90. BILLION 
91.  BIND   
92.  BIRTH   
93. BIT 
94.  BITE   
95.  BITTER   
96.  BLADE   
97. BLAME 
98.  BLESS   
99.  BLIND   
100.  BLOCK   
101.  BOAST   
102.  BOIL   
103.  BOLD   
104.  BONE   
105.  BORDER   
106.  BORROW   
107.  BOTTLE   
108. BOTTOM 
109. BOUND 
110.  BOUNDARY   
111.  BOW   
112.  BOWL   
113. BRAIN 
114.  BRASS   
115. BRAVE 
116.  BREAKFAST   
117.  BREATH   
118.  BREATHE   
119.  BRIBE   
120.  BRICK   
121.  BROADCAST   
122. BROWN 
123.  BRUSH   
124.  BUCKET   
125.  BUNCH   
126.  BUNDLE   
127.  BURIAL   
128.  BURST   
129.  BURY   
130.  BUS   
131.  BUSH   
132.  BUSY   
133.  BUTTER   
134.  BUTTON   






90.  BILLION  
91.  
92.  















108.  BOTTOM  




113.  BRAIN  
114.  





















136.  CAKE  
86.  BELT  
87.  BEND  
88.  BERRY  
89.  BICYCLE  
90.  
91.  BIND  
92.  BIRTH  
93.  
94.  BITE  
95.  BITTER  
96.  BLADE  
97.  
98.  BLESS  
99.  BLIND  
100.  BLOCK  
101.  BOAST  
102.  BOIL  
103.  BOLD  
104.  BONE  
105.  BORDER  
106.  BORROW  
107.  BOTTLE  
108.  
109.  
110.  BOUNDARY  
111.  BOW  
112.  BOWL  
113.  
114.  BRASS  
115.  
116.  BREAKFAST  
117.  BREATH  
118.  BREATHE  
119.  BRIBE  
120.  BRICK  
121.  BROADCAST  
122.  
123.  BRUSH  
124.  BUCKET  
125.  BUNCH  
126.  BUNDLE  
127.  BURIAL  
128.  BURST  
129.  BURY  
130.  BUS  
131.  BUSH  
132.  BUSY  
133.  BUTTER  
134.  BUTTON  




137.  CALCULATE   
138.  CALM   
139. CAMERA 
140.  CAMP   
141.  CANAL   
142.  CAP   
143.  CAPE   
144.  CARD   
145.  CARRIAGE   
146.  CART   
147.  CAT   
148.  CATTLE   
149. CAUTION 
150.  CAVE   
151.  CENT   
152.  CENTIMETRE   
153.  CENTURY   
154.  CEREMONY   
155.  CHAIN   
156. CHAIR 
157.  CHALK   
158.  CHARM   
159.  CHEAP   
160.  CHEAT   
161. CHECK 
162.  CHEER   
163.  CHEESE   
164.  CHEQUE   
165.  CHEST   
166. CHICKEN 
167.  CHIMNEY   
168.  CHRISTMAS   
169.  CIVILISE   
170.  CLAY   
171. CLEAN 
172.  CLERK   
173.  CLEVER   
174.  CLIFF   
175.  CLIMB   
176.  CLOCK   
177.  CLOTH   
178. CLUB 
179.  COARSE   
180.  COAT   
181.  COFFEE   
182.  COLLAR   
183. COLLECT 
184.  COMB   
185. COMBINE 
186. COMFORT 
187.  COMMERCE   
137.  
138.  












































183.  COLLECT  
184.  
185.  COMBINE  
186.  COMFORT  
187.  
137.  CALCULATE  
138.  CALM  
139.  
140.  CAMP  
141.  CANAL  
142.  CAP  
143.  CAPE  
144.  CARD  
145.  CARRIAGE  
146.  CART  
147.  CAT  
148.  CATTLE  
149.  
150.  CAVE  
151.  CENT  
152.  CENTIMETRE  
153.  CENTURY  
154.  CEREMONY  
155.  CHAIN  
156.  
157.  CHALK  
158.  CHARM  
159.  CHEAP  
160.  CHEAT  
161.  
162.  CHEER  
163.  CHEESE  
164.  CHEQUE  
165.  CHEST  
166.  
167.  CHIMNEY  
168.  CHRISTMAS  
169.  CIVILISE  
170.  CLAY  
171.  
172.  CLERK  
173.  CLEVER  
174.  CLIFF  
175.  CLIMB  
176.  CLOCK  
177.  CLOTH  
178.  
179.  COARSE  
180.  COAT  
181.  COFFEE  
182.  COLLAR  
183.  
184.  COMB  
185.  
186.  





190.  COMPETE   
191.  COMPETITION   
192. COMPLAIN 
193. COMPLICATE 
194.  COMPOSE   
195.  CONFESS   
196. CONFIDENCE 
197. CONFUSE 
198.  CONGRATULATE   
199. CONNECT 
200.  CONQUER   
201.  CONSCIENCE   
202. CONSCIOUS 
203.  CONVENIENCE   
204. CONVERSATION 
205.  COOK   
206.  COOL   
207.  COPPER   
208. COPY 
209.  CORK   
210.  CORNER   
211. CORRECT 
212.  COTTAGE   
213.  COUGH   
214. COURAGE 
215.  COUSIN   
216.  COW   
217.  COWARD   
218.  CRACK   
219.  CRASH   
220.  CREAM   
221.  CREATURE   
222.  CREEP   
223.  CRIME   
224.  CRIMINAL   
225. CRITIC 
226.  CROP   
227.  CRUEL   
228.  CRUSH   
229.  CULTIVATE   
230.  CUP   
231.  CUPBOARDS   
232.  CURE   
233. CURIOUS 
234.  CURL   
235. CURSE 
236.  CURTAIN   
237.  CURVE   
238.  CUSHION   
188.  COMPANION  
189.  COMPARE  
190.  
191.  
192.  COMPLAIN  
193.  COMPLICATE  
194.  
195.  
196.  CONFIDENCE  
197.  CONFUSE  
198.  
199.  CONNECT  
200.  
201.  
202.  CONSCIOUS  
203.  




208.  COPY  
209.  
210.  
211.  CORRECT  
212.  
213.  



















233.  CURIOUS  
234.  






190.  COMPETE  
191.  COMPETITION  
192.  
193.  
194.  COMPOSE  
195.  CONFESS  
196.  
197.  
198.  CONGRATULATE  
199.  
200.  CONQUER  
201.  CONSCIENCE  
202.  
203.  CONVENIENCE  
204.  
205.  COOK  
206.  COOL  
207.  COPPER  
208.  
209.  CORK  
210.  CORNER  
211.  
212.  COTTAGE  
213.  COUGH  
214.  
215.  COUSIN  
216.  COW  
217.  COWARD  
218.  CRACK  
219.  CRASH  
220.  CREAM  
221.  CREATURE  
222.  CREEP  
223.  CRIME  
224.  CRIMINAL  
225.  
226.  CROP  
227.  CRUEL  
228.  CRUSH  
229.  CULTIVATE  
230.  CUP  
231.  CUPBOARDS  
232.  CURE  
233.  
234.  CURL  
235.  
236.  CURTAIN  
237.  CURVE  




240.  CUSTOMER   
241.  DAMAGE   
242.  DAMP   
243.  DANCE   
244.  DARE   
245.  DEAF   
246.  DEBT   
247.  DECAY   
248.  DECEIVE   
249.  DECREASE   
250.  DEED   
251.  DEER   
252.  DEFEND   
253. DELAY 
254.  DELICATE   
255.  DELIGHT   
256. DELIVER 
257.  DESCEND   
258. DESERVE 
259.  DESK   
260.  DESPAIR   
261. DEVIL 
262.  DIAMOND   
263. DICTIONARY 
264.  DIG   
265.  DINNER   
266.  DIP   





272.  DISGUST   
273.  DISH   
274.  DISMISS   
275. DISTURB 
276.  DITCH   
277.  DIVE   
278.  DONKEY   
279.  DOT   
280. DOUBLE 
281.  DOZEN   
282.  DRAG   
283.  DRAWER   
284.  DROWN   




289.  DUST   














253.  DELAY  
254.  
255.  
256.  DELIVER  
257.  
258.  DESERVE  
259.  
260.  
261.  DEVIL  
262.  





268.  DISAPPOINT  
269.  DISCIPLINE  
270.  DISCUSS  















286.  DUCK  
287.  DULL  
288.  DURING  
289.  
239.  
240.  CUSTOMER  
241.  DAMAGE  
242.  DAMP  
243.  DANCE  
244.  DARE  
245.  DEAF  
246.  DEBT  
247.  DECAY  
248.  DECEIVE  
249.  DECREASE  
250.  DEED  
251.  DEER  
252.  DEFEND  
253.  
254.  DELICATE  
255.  DELIGHT  
256.  
257.  DESCEND  
258.  
259.  DESK  
260.  DESPAIR  
261.  
262.  DIAMOND  
263.  
264.  DIG  
265.  DINNER  
266.  DIP  





272.  DISGUST  
273.  DISH  
274.  DISMISS  
275.  
276.  DITCH  
277.  DIVE  
278.  DONKEY  
279.  DOT  
280.  
281.  DOZEN  
282.  DRAG  
283.  DRAWER  
284.  DROWN  




289.  DUST  
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290.  EAGER   
291.  EARN   
292.  EARNEST   
293. EASE 
294.  EDGE   
295. EDUCATE 
296.  ELASTIC   
297.  ELDER   
298.  ELECTRIC   
299.  ELEPHANT   
300.  EMPTY   
301.  ENCLOSE   
302. ENCOURAGE 
303.  ENGINE   
304. ENTERTAIN 
305.  ENTIRE   
306.  ENVELOPE   







314.  EXCELLENT   
315.  EXCESS   
316.  EXCITE   
317.  EXCUSE   
318.  EXPLODE   
319. EXPLORE 
320. EXTRA 
321.  EXTRAORDINARY   
322. EXTREME 
323.  FADE   
324.  FAINT   
325.  FALSE   
326. FAN 
327.  FANCY   
328.  FASHION   
329.  FASTEN   
330.  FAT   
331.  FATE   
332.  FAULT   
333.  FEAST   
334.  FEATHER   
335.  FEMALE   
336.  FENCE   
337.  FEVER   
338.  FIERCE   
339.  FILM   




293.  EASE  
294.  







302.  ENCOURAGE  
303.  




308.  ESPECIAL  
309.  ESSENCE  
310.  ESSENTIAL  
311.  EVIL  
312.  EXACT  






319.  EXPLORE  
320.  EXTRA  
321.  



















290.  EAGER  
291.  EARN  
292.  EARNEST  
293.  
294.  EDGE  
295.  
296.  ELASTIC  
297.  ELDER  
298.  ELECTRIC  
299.  ELEPHANT  
300.  EMPTY  
301.  ENCLOSE  
302.  
303.  ENGINE  
304.  
305.  ENTIRE  
306.  ENVELOPE  







314.  EXCELLENT  
315.  EXCESS  
316.  EXCITE  
317.  EXCUSE  
318.  EXPLODE  
319.  
320.  
321.  EXTRAORDINARY  
322.  
323.  FADE  
324.  FAINT  
325.  FALSE  
326.  
327.  FANCY  
328.  FASHION  
329.  FASTEN  
330.  FAT  
331.  FATE  
332.  FAULT  
333.  FEAST  
334.  FEATHER  
335.  FEMALE  
336.  FENCE  
337.  FEVER  
338.  FIERCE  
339.  FILM  
340.  FINGER  
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341.  FIRM   
342. FLAG 
343.  FLAME   
344.  FLASH   
345.  FLAT   
346.  FLAVOUR   
347.  FLESH   
348.  FLOAT   
349.  FLOOD   
350.  FLOUR   
351.  FOLD   
352.  FOND   
353.  FOOL   
354.  FOOT   
355. FORBID 
356.  FORGIVE   




361.  FREEZE   
362. FREQUENT 
363.  FRIGHT   
364.  FRUIT   
365.  FRY   
366. FUN 
367.  FUNERAL   
368.  FUR   
369.  GALLON   
370.  GAP   
371.  GARAGE   
372.  GAY   
373. GENEROUS 
374.  GLORY   
375. GOAT 
376. GOVERN 
377.  GRACE   
378.  GRADUAL   
379.  GRAIN   
380.  GRAM   
381. GRAMMAR 
382. GRAND 
383.  GRASS   
384.  GRATEFUL   
385.  GRAVE   
386.  GREASE   
387.  GREED   
388.  GREET   
389.  GREY   
390.  GRIND   
391.  GUARD   
341.  













355.  FORBID  
356.  
357.  
358.  FORMAL  
359.  FORWARD  
360.  FRAME  
361.  











373.  GENEROUS  
374.  
375.  GOAT  





381.  GRAMMAR  










341.  FIRM  
342.  
343.  FLAME  
344.  FLASH  
345.  FLAT  
346.  FLAVOUR  
347.  FLESH  
348.  FLOAT  
349.  FLOOD  
350.  FLOUR  
351.  FOLD  
352.  FOND  
353.  FOOL  
354.  FOOT  
355.  
356.  FORGIVE  




361.  FREEZE  
362.  
363.  FRIGHT  
364.  FRUIT  
365.  FRY  
366.  
367.  FUNERAL  
368.  FUR  
369.  GALLON  
370.  GAP  
371.  GARAGE  
372.  GAY  
373.  
374.  GLORY  
375.  
376.  
377.  GRACE  
378.  GRADUAL  
379.  GRAIN  
380.  GRAM  
381.  
382.  
383.  GRASS  
384.  GRATEFUL  
385.  GRAVE  
386.  GREASE  
387.  GREED  
388.  GREET  
389.  GREY  
390.  GRIND  




393.  GUEST   
394. GUIDE 
395.  GUILTY   
396.  GUN   
397. HABIT 
398.  HAIR   
399.  HALL   
400.  HAMMER   
401.  HANDKERCHIEF   
402.  HANDLE   
403.  HARBOR   
404.  HARM   
405.  HARVEST   
406. HASTE 
407.  HAT   
408. HATE 
409.  HAY   
410.  HEAL   
411. HEALTH 
412.  HEAP   
413. HESITATE 
414.  HIDE   
415. HINDER 
416.  HIRE   
417.  HIT   
418.  HOLE   
419. HOLIDAY 
420.  HOLLOW   
421.  HOLY   
422. HONEST 
423.  HOOK   
424.  HORIZON   
425.  HOSPITAL   
426.  HOST   
427.  HOTEL   
428.  HULLO   
429.  HUMBLE   
430.  HUNGER   
431.  HUNT   
432.  HURRAH   
433.  HURRY   
434. HURT 
435.  HUT   
436. ICE 
437. IDEAL 
438.  IDLE   
439. IMAGINE 
440.  IMITATE   
441. IMMEDIATE 
442.  IMMENSE   
392.  GUESS  
393.  
394.  GUIDE  
395.  
396.  









406.  HASTE  
407.  
408.  HATE  
409.  
410.  
411.  HEALTH  
412.  
413.  HESITATE  
414.  




419.  HOLIDAY  
420.  
421.  












434.  HURT  
435.  
436.  ICE  
437.  IDEAL  
438.  
439.  IMAGINE  
440.  
441.  IMMEDIATE  
442.  
392.  
393.  GUEST  
394.  
395.  GUILTY  
396.  GUN  
397.  
398.  HAIR  
399.  HALL  
400.  HAMMER  
401.  HANDKERCHIEF  
402.  HANDLE  
403.  HARBOR  
404.  HARM  
405.  HARVEST  
406.  
407.  HAT  
408.  
409.  HAY  
410.  HEAL  
411.  
412.  HEAP  
413.  
414.  HIDE  
415.  
416.  HIRE  
417.  HIT  
418.  HOLE  
419.  
420.  HOLLOW  
421.  HOLY  
422.  
423.  HOOK  
424.  HORIZON  
425.  HOSPITAL  
426.  HOST  
427.  HOTEL  
428.  HULLO  
429.  HUMBLE  
430.  HUNGER  
431.  HUNT  
432.  HURRAH  
433.  HURRY  
434.  
435.  HUT  
436.  
437.  
438.  IDLE  
439.  
440.  IMITATE  
441.  





445.  INFORMAL   
446.  INFORMALLY   
447.  INN   
448.  INQUIRE   
449.  INSECT   
450.  INSIDE   
451.  INSTANT   
452. INSTRUMENT 





458.  INTERRUPT   
459. INVENT 
460. INVITE 
461.  INWARD   
462.  ISLAND   
463.  JAW   
464.  JEALOUS   
465.  JEWEL   
466. JOKE 
467.  JOURNEY   
468.  JUICE   
469.  JUMP   
470. KEY 
471.  KICK   
472.  KILOGRAM   
473.  KILOMETRE   
474.  KISS   
475.  KITCHEN   
476.  KNEE   
477.  KNEEL   
478. KNIFE 
479.  KNOCK   
480.  KNOT   
481.  LADDER   
482.  LAMP   
483. LAZY 
484.  LEAF   
485.  LEAN   
486.  LEATHER   
487.  LEG   
488.  LEND   
489. LESSON 
490.  LIBERTY   
491.  LID   
492.  LIMB   
493.  LIQUID   
443.  IMPROVE  








452.  INSTRUMENT  
453.  
454.  INSURE  
455.  INTEND  
456.  INTERFERE  
457.  INTERNATIONAL  
458.  
459.  INVENT  




































445.  INFORMAL  
446.  INFORMALLY  
447.  INN  
448.  INQUIRE  
449.  INSECT  
450.  INSIDE  
451.  INSTANT  
452.  





458.  INTERRUPT  
459.  
460.  
461.  INWARD  
462.  ISLAND  
463.  JAW  
464.  JEALOUS  
465.  JEWEL  
466.  
467.  JOURNEY  
468.  JUICE  
469.  JUMP  
470.  
471.  KICK  
472.  KILOGRAM  
473.  KILOMETRE  
474.  KISS  
475.  KITCHEN  
476.  KNEE  
477.  KNEEL  
478.  
479.  KNOCK  
480.  KNOT  
481.  LADDER  
482.  LAMP  
483.  
484.  LEAF  
485.  LEAN  
486.  LEATHER  
487.  LEG  
488.  LEND  
489.  
490.  LIBERTY  
491.  LID  
492.  LIMB  




495.  LITRE   
496.  LOAD   
497.  LOAF   
498. LOAN 
499.  LOCK   
500.  LODGING   
501.  LOG   
502.  LONE   
503.  LOOSE   
504. LOT 
505.  LOUD   
506. LOYAL 
507. LUCK 
508.  LUMP   
509. LUNCH 
510.  LUNG   
511.  MAD   
512.  MAIL   
513.  MALE   
514. MANAGE 
515.  MAP   
516.  MAT   
517. MATCH 
518.  MEAL   
519.  MEANTIME   
520. MEANWHILE 
521.  MEAT   
522.  MECHANIC   
523.  MEDICINE   
524.  MELT   
525.  MEND   
526.  MERCHANT   
527.  MERCY   
528.  MERRY   
529. MESSAGE 
530.  MESSENGER   
531.  METRE   
532. MILD 
533.  MILL   
534.  MILLIGRAM   
535.  MILLILITRE   
536.  MILLIMETRE   
537.  MINERAL   




542.  MODERATE   
543.  MODEST   
544.  MONKEY   










504.  LOT  
505.  
506.  LOYAL  
507.  LUCK  
508.  





514.  MANAGE  
515.  
516.  
517.  MATCH  
518.  
519.  









529.  MESSAGE  
530.  
531.  







539.  MISTAKE  
540.  MIX  





495.  LITRE  
496.  LOAD  
497.  LOAF  
498.  
499.  LOCK  
500.  LODGING  
501.  LOG  
502.  LONE  
503.  LOOSE  
504.  
505.  LOUD  
506.  
507.  
508.  LUMP  
509.  
510.  LUNG  
511.  MAD  
512.  MAIL  
513.  MALE  
514.  
515.  MAP  
516.  MAT  
517.  
518.  MEAL  
519.  MEANTIME  
520.  
521.  MEAT  
522.  MECHANIC  
523.  MEDICINE  
524.  MELT  
525.  MEND  
526.  MERCHANT  
527.  MERCY  
528.  MERRY  
529.  
530.  MESSENGER  
531.  METRE  
532.  
533.  MILL  
534.  MILLIGRAM  
535.  MILLILITRE  
536.  MILLIMETRE  
537.  MINERAL  




542.  MODERATE  
543.  MODEST  
544.  MONKEY  
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545.  MOTION   
546.  MOUSE   
547.  MUD   
548. MULTIPLY 
549.  MURDER   
550. MYSTERY 
551.  NAIL   
552.  NARROW   
553.  NEAT   
554.  NECK   
555.  NEEDLE   
556.  NEGLECT   
557.  NEPHEW   
558.  NEST   
559.  NET   
560. NICE 
561.  NIECE   
562.  NOISE   
563.  NONSENSE   
564.  NOON   
565.  NOSE   
566. NOUN 
567.  NUISANCE   
568.  NURSE   
569.  NUT   
570.  OAR   
571. OBEY 
572.  OCEAN   
573. OFFEND 
574. OMIT 
575.  ONWARDS   
576.  OPPOSE   
577.  OPPOSITE   
578. ORANGE 
579.  ORGAN   
580. ORIGIN 
581.  ORNAMENT   
582. OUTLINE 
583.  OVERCOME   
584. PACK 
585.  PAD   
586.  PAIN   
587.  PAIR   
588.  PALE   
589.  PAN   
590.  PARCEL   
591. PARDON 
592.  PARENT   
593.  PARK   
594.  PASSAGE   




548.  MULTIPLY  
549.  





















571.  OBEY  
572.  
573.  OFFEND  




578.  ORANGE  
579.  
580.  ORIGIN  
581.  
582.  OUTLINE  
583.  












545.  MOTION  
546.  MOUSE  
547.  MUD  
548.  
549.  MURDER  
550.  
551.  NAIL  
552.  NARROW  
553.  NEAT  
554.  NECK  
555.  NEEDLE  
556.  NEGLECT  
557.  NEPHEW  
558.  NEST  
559.  NET  
560.  
561.  NIECE  
562.  NOISE  
563.  NONSENSE  
564.  NOON  
565.  NOSE  
566.  
567.  NUISANCE  
568.  NURSE  
569.  NUT  
570.  OAR  
571.  
572.  OCEAN  
573.  
574.  
575.  ONWARDS  
576.  OPPOSE  
577.  OPPOSITE  
578.  
579.  ORGAN  
580.  
581.  ORNAMENT  
582.  
583.  OVERCOME  
584.  
585.  PAD  
586.  PAIN  
587.  PAIR  
588.  PALE  
589.  PAN  
590.  PARCEL  
591.  
592.  PARENT  
593.  PARK  
594.  PASSAGE  
595.  PASSENGER  
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596.  PASTE   
597. PATH 
598.  PATIENT   
599.  PATRIOTIC   
600. PATTERN 
601. PAUSE 
602.  PAW   
603.  PEARL   
604.  PECULIAR   
605. PEN 
606.  PENCIL   
607.  PENNY   
608. PERFECT 
609. PERFORM 
610.  PERMANENT   
611.  PERSUADE   
612.  PET   
613.  PHOTOGRAPH   
614. PICK 
615.  PIG   
616.  PIGEON   
617.  PILE   
618.  PIN   
619.  PINCH   
620.  PINK   
621.  PINT   
622.  PIPE   
623.  PITY   
624.  PLANE   
625.  PLASTER   
626.  PLATE   
627. PLENTY 
628.  PLOUGH   
629. PLURAL 
630.  POCKET   
631.  POEM   
632.  POISON   
633.  POLICE   
634.  POLISH   
635. POLITE 
636.  POOL   
637.  POSTPONE   
638.  POT   
639.  POUR   




644.  PRAY   
645.  PREACH   
646.  PRECIOUS   
596.  
597.  PATH  
598.  
599.  
600.  PATTERN  




605.  PEN  
606.  
607.  
608.  PERFECT  


















627.  PLENTY  
628.  












641.  PRACTICAL  
642.  PRACTISE  




596.  PASTE  
597.  
598.  PATIENT  
599.  PATRIOTIC  
600.  
601.  
602.  PAW  
603.  PEARL  
604.  PECULIAR  
605.  
606.  PENCIL  
607.  PENNY  
608.  
609.  
610.  PERMANENT  
611.  PERSUADE  
612.  PET  
613.  PHOTOGRAPH  
614.  
615.  PIG  
616.  PIGEON  
617.  PILE  
618.  PIN  
619.  PINCH  
620.  PINK  
621.  PINT  
622.  PIPE  
623.  PITY  
624.  PLANE  
625.  PLASTER  
626.  PLATE  
627.  
628.  PLOUGH  
629.  
630.  POCKET  
631.  POEM  
632.  POISON  
633.  POLICE  
634.  POLISH  
635.  
636.  POOL  
637.  POSTPONE  
638.  POT  
639.  POUR  




644.  PRAY  
645.  PREACH  




648.  PREJUDICE   
649. PRESERVE 
650.  PRETEND   
651.  PRIDE   
652.  PRIEST   
653. PRINT 
654. PRISON 
655.  PRIZE   
656. PROBABLE 
657.  PROCESSION   
658.  PROFESSION   
659.  PROGRAMME   
660. PROMPT 
661.  PRONOUNCE   
662.  PROUD   
663.  PUMP   
664.  PUNCTUAL   
665.  PUNISH   
666.  PUPIL   
667.  PURE   
668.  PURPLE   
669. PUSH 
670.  PUZZLE   
671.  QUALIFY   
672.  QUARREL   
673.  QUART   
674.  QUICK   
675.  QUIET   
676.  RABBIT   
677.  RADIO   
678.  RAIL   
679.  RAIN   
680.  RAKE   
681.  RAPID   
682. RARE 
683. RAT 
684.  RAW   
685.  RAY   
686.  RAZOR   
687.  RECOMMEND   
688. REFER 
689. REFLECT 
690.  REFRESH   
691.  REGRET   
692. REGULAR 
693.  REJOICE   
694.  RELIEVE   
695.  REMEDY   
696.  REMIND   
697.  RENT   
647.  PREFER  
648.  




653.  PRINT  
654.  PRISON  
655.  


























682.  RARE  





688.  REFER  
689.  REFLECT  
690.  
691.  







648.  PREJUDICE  
649.  
650.  PRETEND  
651.  PRIDE  
652.  PRIEST  
653.  
654.  
655.  PRIZE  
656.  
657.  PROCESSION  
658.  PROFESSION  
659.  PROGRAMME  
660.  
661.  PRONOUNCE  
662.  PROUD  
663.  PUMP  
664.  PUNCTUAL  
665.  PUNISH  
666.  PUPIL  
667.  PURE  
668.  PURPLE  
669.  
670.  PUZZLE  
671.  QUALIFY  
672.  QUARREL  
673.  QUART  
674.  QUICK  
675.  QUIET  
676.  RABBIT  
677.  RADIO  
678.  RAIL  
679.  RAIN  
680.  RAKE  
681.  RAPID  
682.  
683.  
684.  RAW  
685.  RAY  
686.  RAZOR  
687.  RECOMMEND  
688.  
689.  
690.  REFRESH  
691.  REGRET  
692.  
693.  REJOICE  
694.  RELIEVE  
695.  REMEDY  
696.  REMIND  







702.  REPUTATION   
703. REQUEST 
704.  RESCUE   
705.  RESIGN   
706.  RESIST   
707. RESPONSIBLE 
708. RESTAURANT 
709.  RETIRE   
710.  REVENGE   
711. REVIEW 
712.  REWARD   
713.  RIBBON   
714.  RICE   
715.  RID   
716.  RIPE   
717. RISK 
718.  RIVAL   
719.  ROAR   
720.  ROAST   
721.  ROB   
722.  ROD   
723.  ROOF   
724.  ROOT   
725.  ROPE   
726.  ROT   
727. ROW 
728.  RUB   
729.  RUBBER   
730.  RUBBISH   
731.  RUDE   
732.  RUG   
733.  RUIN   
734.  RUSH   
735.  RUST   
736. SACRED 
737.  SACRIFICE   
738.  SAD   
739.  SADDLE   
740. SAKE 
741.  SALARY   
742. SAMPLE 
743.  SAND   
744. SATISFY 
745.  SAUCE   
746.  SAUCER   
747.  SAWS   
748.  SCALE   
698.  REPAIR  
699.  REPEAT  
700.  REPLACE  
701.  REPRODUCE  
702.  




707.  RESPONSIBLE  
708.  RESTAURANT  
709.  
710.  





























740.  SAKE  
741.  
742.  SAMPLE  
743.  









702.  REPUTATION  
703.  
704.  RESCUE  
705.  RESIGN  
706.  RESIST  
707.  
708.  
709.  RETIRE  
710.  REVENGE  
711.  
712.  REWARD  
713.  RIBBON  
714.  RICE  
715.  RID  
716.  RIPE  
717.  
718.  RIVAL  
719.  ROAR  
720.  ROAST  
721.  ROB  
722.  ROD  
723.  ROOF  
724.  ROOT  
725.  ROPE  
726.  ROT  
727.  
728.  RUB  
729.  RUBBER  
730.  RUBBISH  
731.  RUDE  
732.  RUG  
733.  RUIN  
734.  RUSH  
735.  RUST  
736.  
737.  SACRIFICE  
738.  SAD  
739.  SADDLE  
740.  
741.  SALARY  
742.  
743.  SAND  
744.  
745.  SAUCE  
746.  SAUCER  
747.  SAWS  
748.  SCALE  
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749.  SCATTER   
750.  SCENT   
751.  SCISSORS   
752.  SCOLD   
753.  SCORN   
754.  SCRAPE   
755.  SCRATCH   
756. SCREEN 
757.  SCREW   
758. SEARCH 
759.  SEED   




764.  SEVERE   
765.  SEW   
766.  SHADE   
767.  SHALLOW   
768.  SHAME   
769.  SHARP   
770.  SHAVE   
771.  SHEEP   
772.  SHEET   
773.  SHELF   
774.  SHELL   
775.  SHELTER   
776.  SHIELD   
777.  SHILLING   
778.  SHIRT   
779.  SHOCK   
780.  SHOE   
781.  SHOP   
782.  SHOUT   
783.  SHOWER   
784.  SHUT   
785. SICK 
786.  SIGNAL   
787.  SILK   
788.  SINCERE   
789.  SINK   
790. SKILL 
791. SKIN 
792.  SKIRT   
793.  SLAVE   
794.  SLIDE   
795.  SLIGHT   
796.  SLIP   










756.  SCREEN  
757.  
758.  SEARCH  
759.  
760.  
761.  SELDOM  
762.  SELF  



























790.  SKILL  







798.  SLOW  
799.  SMELL  
749.  SCATTER  
750.  SCENT  
751.  SCISSORS  
752.  SCOLD  
753.  SCORN  
754.  SCRAPE  
755.  SCRATCH  
756.  
757.  SCREW  
758.  
759.  SEED  




764.  SEVERE  
765.  SEW  
766.  SHADE  
767.  SHALLOW  
768.  SHAME  
769.  SHARP  
770.  SHAVE  
771.  SHEEP  
772.  SHEET  
773.  SHELF  
774.  SHELL  
775.  SHELTER  
776.  SHIELD  
777.  SHILLING  
778.  SHIRT  
779.  SHOCK  
780.  SHOE  
781.  SHOP  
782.  SHOUT  
783.  SHOWER  
784.  SHUT  
785.  
786.  SIGNAL  
787.  SILK  
788.  SINCERE  
789.  SINK  
790.  
791.  
792.  SKIRT  
793.  SLAVE  
794.  SLIDE  
795.  SLIGHT  
796.  SLIP  





800.  SMOKE   
801.  SMOOTH   
802.  SNAKE   
803.  SOAP   
804.  SOCK   
805.  SOIL   
806.  SOLEMN   
807.  SOLID   
808. SOLVE 
809.  SORE   
810.  SORRY   
811. SOUP 
812.  SOUR   
813.  SOW   
814.  SPADE   
815.  SPARE   
816. SPELL 
817.  SPILL   
818.  SPIN   
819.  SPIT   
820.  SPLENDID   
821.  SPLIT   
822.  SPOIL   
823.  SPOON   
824.  SPORT   
825. STAFF 
826.  STAIN   
827.  STAIRS   
828.  STAMP   
829.  STEADY   
830.  STEAL   
831.  STEAM   
832.  STEEP   
833.  STEER   
834.  STEM   
835.  STICK   
836.  STIFF   
837.  STING   
838.  STIR   
839.  STOCKING   
840.  STOMACH   
841. STORM 
842.  STOVE   
843. STRAIGHT 
844.  STRAP   
845.  STRAW   
846.  STRETCH   
847.  STRICT   
848.  STRING   
849. STRIP 









808.  SOLVE  
809.  
810.  






























841.  STORM  
842.  






849.  STRIP  
850.  
800.  SMOKE  
801.  SMOOTH  
802.  SNAKE  
803.  SOAP  
804.  SOCK  
805.  SOIL  
806.  SOLEMN  
807.  SOLID  
808.  
809.  SORE  
810.  SORRY  
811.  
812.  SOUR  
813.  SOW  
814.  SPADE  
815.  SPARE  
816.  
817.  SPILL  
818.  SPIN  
819.  SPIT  
820.  SPLENDID  
821.  SPLIT  
822.  SPOIL  
823.  SPOON  
824.  SPORT  
825.  
826.  STAIN  
827.  STAIRS  
828.  STAMP  
829.  STEADY  
830.  STEAL  
831.  STEAM  
832.  STEEP  
833.  STEER  
834.  STEM  
835.  STICK  
836.  STIFF  
837.  STING  
838.  STIR  
839.  STOCKING  
840.  STOMACH  
841.  
842.  STOVE  
843.  
844.  STRAP  
845.  STRAW  
846.  STRETCH  
847.  STRICT  
848.  STRING  
849.  
850.  STRIPE  
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851.  STUFF   
852. STUPID 
853.  SUCK   
854. SUDDEN 
855.  SUGAR   
856. SUIT 
857.  SUPPER   
858. SUSPECT 
859.  SUSPICION   
860.  SWALLOW   
861. SWEAR 
862.  SWEAT   
863.  SWEEP   
864.  SWELL   
865.  SWIM   
866.  SWING   
867.  SYMPATHY   
868.  TAIL   
869. TAILOR 
870.  TALL   
871.  TAME   
872.  TAP   
873.  TASTE   
874.  TAXI   
875.  TEA   
876.  TELEGRAPH   
877. TELEPHONE 
878.  TEMPER   
879.  TEMPERATURE   
880.  TEMPT   
881. TEND 
882.  TENDER   
883.  TENT   
884.  TERRIBLE   
885.  THANK   
886.  THEATRE   
887.  THICK   
888.  THIEF   
889.  THIN   
890.  THIRST   
891.  THORN   
892.  THOROUGH   
893.  THREAD   
894. THREAT 
895.  THROAT   
896.  THUMB   
897. THUNDER 
898.  TICKET   
899.  TIDE   
900.  TIDY   
901. TIE 
851.  
852.  STUPID  
853.  
854.  SUDDEN  
855.  
856.  SUIT  
857.  
858.  SUSPECT  
859.  
860.  

































894.  THREAT  
895.  
896.  




901.  TIE  
851.  STUFF  
852.  
853.  SUCK  
854.  
855.  SUGAR  
856.  
857.  SUPPER  
858.  
859.  SUSPICION  
860.  SWALLOW  
861.  
862.  SWEAT  
863.  SWEEP  
864.  SWELL  
865.  SWIM  
866.  SWING  
867.  SYMPATHY  
868.  TAIL  
869.  
870.  TALL  
871.  TAME  
872.  TAP  
873.  TASTE  
874.  TAXI  
875.  TEA  
876.  TELEGRAPH  
877.  
878.  TEMPER  
879.  TEMPERATURE  
880.  TEMPT  
881.  
882.  TENDER  
883.  TENT  
884.  TERRIBLE  
885.  THANK  
886.  THEATRE  
887.  THICK  
888.  THIEF  
889.  THIN  
890.  THIRST  
891.  THORN  
892.  THOROUGH  
893.  THREAD  
894.  
895.  THROAT  
896.  THUMB  
897.  
898.  TICKET  
899.  TIDE  




902.  TIGHT   
903.  TIN   
904. TIP 
905.  TIRE   
906.  TITLE   
907.  TOBACCO   
908.  TOE   
909.  TOMORROW   
910. TONGUE 
911.  TONIGHT   
912. TOOL 
913.  TOOTH   
914.  TOUGH   
915.  TOUR   
916.  TOWEL   
917.  TOWER   
918.  TOY   
919. TRACK 
920. TRANSLATE 
921.  TRAP   
922.  TRAY   
923.  TREASURE   
924.  TREAT   
925.  TREMBLE   
926.  TRIBE   
927.  TRICK   
928.  TRIP   
929.  TRUNK   
930.  TUBE   
931. TUNE 
932.  TWIST   
933.  TYPICAL   
934.  UGLY   
935.  UMBRELLA   
936.  UNCLE   
937.  UNIVERSE   
938.  UPPER   
939.  UPRIGHT   
940.  UPSET   
941.  UPWARDS   
942.  URGE   
943.  VAIN   
944.  VEIL   
945. VERB 
946.  VERSE   
947.  VIOLENT   
948.  VOWEL   
949. VOYAGE 
950.  WAIST   
951.  WAKE   
952.  WANDER   
902.  
903.  






910.  TONGUE  
911.  







919.  TRACK  

































902.  TIGHT  
903.  TIN  
904.  
905.  TIRE  
906.  TITLE  
907.  TOBACCO  
908.  TOE  
909.  TOMORROW  
910.  
911.  TONIGHT  
912.  
913.  TOOTH  
914.  TOUGH  
915.  TOUR  
916.  TOWEL  
917.  TOWER  
918.  TOY  
919.  
920.  
921.  TRAP  
922.  TRAY  
923.  TREASURE  
924.  TREAT  
925.  TREMBLE  
926.  TRIBE  
927.  TRICK  
928.  TRIP  
929.  TRUNK  
930.  TUBE  
931.  
932.  TWIST  
933.  TYPICAL  
934.  UGLY  
935.  UMBRELLA  
936.  UNCLE  
937.  UNIVERSE  
938.  UPPER  
939.  UPRIGHT  
940.  UPSET  
941.  UPWARDS  
942.  URGE  
943.  VAIN  
944.  VEIL  
945.  
946.  VERSE  
947.  VIOLENT  
948.  VOWEL  
949.  
950.  WAIST  
951.  WAKE  
952.  WANDER  
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953.  WARM   
954. WARN 
955.  WASH   
956. WASTE 
957.  WAX   
958.  WEAK   
959. WEAPON 
960. WEATHER 
961.  WEAVE   
962.  WEED   
963. WEIGH 
964.  WET   
965.  WHEAT   
966.  WHEEL   
967.  WHIP   
968.  WHISPER   
969.  WHISTLE   
970.  WICKED   
971.  WIDOW   
972.  WINE   
973.  WING   
974.  WIPE   
975.  WIRE   
976. WITNESS 
977.  WOOL   
978.  WORM   
979.  WORRY   
980.  WORSE   
981.  WORSHIP   
982.  WRAP   
983.  WRECK   
984.  WRIST   
985.  YARD   
986. YELLOW 
987.  ZERO  
953.  
954.  WARN  
955.  
956.  WASTE  
957.  
958.  
959.  WEAPON  
960.  WEATHER  
961.  
962.  























986.  YELLOW  
987.  
953.  WARM  
954.  
955.  WASH  
956.  
957.  WAX  
958.  WEAK  
959.  
960.  
961.  WEAVE  
962.  WEED  
963.  
964.  WET  
965.  WHEAT  
966.  WHEEL  
967.  WHIP  
968.  WHISPER  
969.  WHISTLE  
970.  WICKED  
971.  WIDOW  
972.  WINE  
973.  WING  
974.  WIPE  
975.  WIRE  
976.  
977.  WOOL  
978.  WORM  
979.  WORRY  
980.  WORSE  
981.  WORSHIP  
982.  WRAP  
983.  WRECK  
984.  WRIST  
985.  YARD  
986.  











Negative VP of K-3 or AWL 
Summary: 
 AWL Total word families:569 
 AWL families in input: 287  (50.44%) 
 AWL families not in input: 283 (49.74%) 
Note: These percentages do not refer to tokens in text but rather number of families. 
This analysis applies only to standard list items NOT any recategorized proper nouns 





words not found 













14.  ADJACENT   
15. ADJUST 
16.  ADMINISTRATE   
17. ADULT 
18.  ADVOCATE   
19. AFFECT 
20.  AGGREGATE   
21.  AID   
22.  ALBEIT   




27.  AMEND   
28. ANALOGY 
29. ANALYSE 








2.  ABSTRACT  
3.  ACADEMY  
4.  ACCESS  
5.  ACCOMMODATE  
6.  ACCOMPANY  
7.  ACCUMULATE  
8.  ACCURATE  
9.  ACHIEVE  
10.  ACKNOWLEDGE  
11.  ACQUIRE  
12.  ADAPT  
13.  ADEQUATE  
14.  
15.  ADJUST  
16.  
17.  ADULT  
18.  





24.  ALTER  
25.  ALTERNATIVE  
26.  AMBIGUOUS  
27.  
28.  ANALOGY  
29.  ANALYSE  
30.  
31.  ANTICIPATE  
32.  APPARENT  
33.  APPEND  
34.  
35.  APPROACH  
36.  APPROPRIATE  













14.  ADJACENT  
15.  
16.  ADMINISTRATE  
17.  
18.  ADVOCATE  
19.  
20.  AGGREGATE  
21.  AID  
22.  ALBEIT  




27.  AMEND  
28.  
29.  










38.  ARBITRARY   
39. AREA 
40. ASPECT 
41.  ASSEMBLE   
42.  ASSESS   
43. ASSIGN 
44.  ASSIST   
45. ASSUME 
46.  ASSURE   
47.  ATTACH   
48.  ATTAIN   
49. ATTITUDE 
50. ATTRIBUTE 
51.  AUTHOR   
52.  AUTHORITY   
53.  AUTOMATE   
54. AVAILABLE 
55. AWARE 
56.  BEHALF   
57. BENEFIT 
58.  BIAS   
59.  BOND   
60.  BRIEF   
61.  BULK   
62. CAPABLE 
63.  CAPACITY   
64. CATEGORY 
65.  CEASE   
66. CHALLENGE 
67.  CHANNEL   
68. CHAPTER 
69. CHART 
70.  CHEMICAL   
71. CIRCUMSTANCE 
72. CITE 
73.  CIVIL   
74. CLARIFY 
75.  CLASSIC   
76.  CLAUSE   
77. CODE 
78.  COHERENT   
79.  COINCIDE   
80.  COLLAPSE   
81. COLLEAGUE 
82.  COMMENCE   
83. COMMENT 
84.  COMMISSION   
85.  COMMIT   
86.  COMMODITY   
87. COMMUNICATE 
37.  APPROXIMATE  
38.  
39.  AREA  
40.  ASPECT  
41.  
42.  
43.  ASSIGN  
44.  




49.  ATTITUDE  




54.  AVAILABLE  
55.  AWARE  
56.  





62.  CAPABLE  
63.  
64.  CATEGORY  
65.  
66.  CHALLENGE  
67.  
68.  CHAPTER  
69.  CHART  
70.  
71.  CIRCUMSTANCE  
72.  CITE  
73.  
74.  CLARIFY  
75.  
76.  




81.  COLLEAGUE  
82.  




87.  COMMUNICATE  
37.  
38.  ARBITRARY  
39.  
40.  
41.  ASSEMBLE  
42.  ASSESS  
43.  
44.  ASSIST  
45.  
46.  ASSURE  
47.  ATTACH  
48.  ATTAIN  
49.  
50.  
51.  AUTHOR  
52.  AUTHORITY  
53.  AUTOMATE  
54.  
55.  
56.  BEHALF  
57.  
58.  BIAS  
59.  BOND  
60.  BRIEF  
61.  BULK  
62.  
63.  CAPACITY  
64.  
65.  CEASE  
66.  
67.  CHANNEL  
68.  
69.  
70.  CHEMICAL  
71.  
72.  
73.  CIVIL  
74.  
75.  CLASSIC  
76.  CLAUSE  
77.  
78.  COHERENT  
79.  COINCIDE  
80.  COLLAPSE  
81.  
82.  COMMENCE  
83.  
84.  COMMISSION  
85.  COMMIT  





89.  COMPATIBLE   
90. COMPENSATE 
91.  COMPILE   




96.  COMPREHENSIVE   
97.  COMPRISE   
98.  COMPUTE   
99.  CONCEIVE   
100.  CONCENTRATE   
101.  CONCEPT   
102. CONCLUDE 
103.  CONCURRENT   
104. CONDUCT 
105.  CONFER   
106.  CONFINE   
107. CONFIRM 
108. CONFLICT 
109.  CONFORM   




114.  CONSTANT   
115.  CONSTITUTE   
116. CONSTRAIN 
117. CONSTRUCT 
118.  CONSULT   
119. CONSUME 
120.  CONTACT   
121.  CONTEMPORARY   
122. CONTEXT 
123.  CONTRACT   
124. CONTRADICT 






131.  CONVERT   
132.  CONVINCE   
133.  COOPERATE   
134.  COORDINATE   
135. CORE 
136.  CORPORATE   
137. CORRESPOND 
138. COUPLE 
88.  COMMUNITY  
89.  
90.  COMPENSATE  
91.  
92.  
93.  COMPLEX  
94.  COMPONENT  







102.  CONCLUDE  
103.  
104.  CONDUCT  
105.  
106.  
107.  CONFIRM  
108.  CONFLICT  
109.  
110.  
111.  CONSEQUENT  
112.  CONSIDERABLE  
113.  CONSIST  
114.  
115.  
116.  CONSTRAIN  
117.  CONSTRUCT  
118.  
119.  CONSUME  
120.  
121.  
122.  CONTEXT  
123.  
124.  CONTRADICT  
125.  
126.  CONTRAST  
127.  CONTRIBUTE  
128.  CONTROVERSY  
129.  CONVENE  





135.  CORE  
136.  
137.  CORRESPOND  
138.  COUPLE  
88.  
89.  COMPATIBLE  
90.  
91.  COMPILE  




96.  COMPREHENSIVE  
97.  COMPRISE  
98.  COMPUTE  
99.  CONCEIVE  
100.  CONCENTRATE  
101.  CONCEPT  
102.  
103.  CONCURRENT  
104.  
105.  CONFER  
106.  CONFINE  
107.  
108.  
109.  CONFORM  




114.  CONSTANT  
115.  CONSTITUTE  
116.  
117.  
118.  CONSULT  
119.  
120.  CONTACT  
121.  CONTEMPORARY  
122.  
123.  CONTRACT  
124.  






131.  CONVERT  
132.  CONVINCE  
133.  COOPERATE  
134.  COORDINATE  
135.  






140.  CREDIT   
141. CRITERIA 
142.  CRUCIAL   
143. CULTURE 
144.  CURRENCY   
145.  CYCLE   
146. DATA 
147.  DEBATE   
148.  DECADE   
149.  DECLINE   
150.  DEDUCE   
151. DEFINE 








160.  DETECT   




165.  DIMENSION   
166.  DIMINISH   
167.  DISCRETE   
168.  DISCRIMINATE   
169.  DISPLACE   
170. DISPLAY 
171.  DISPOSE   
172. DISTINCT 
173.  DISTORT   
174. DISTRIBUTE 
175. DIVERSE 
176.  DOCUMENT   
177. DOMAIN 
178.  DOMESTIC   
179. DOMINATE 










139.  CREATE  
140.  
141.  CRITERIA  
142.  
143.  CULTURE  
144.  
145.  





151.  DEFINE  
152.  
153.  DEMONSTRATE  
154.  DENOTE  
155.  DENY  
156.  
157.  DERIVE  
158.  DESIGN  
159.  DESPITE  
160.  
161.  
162.  DEVICE  








170.  DISPLAY  
171.  
172.  DISTINCT  
173.  
174.  DISTRIBUTE  
175.  DIVERSE  
176.  
177.  DOMAIN  
178.  
179.  DOMINATE  
180.  
181.  DRAMA  
182.  DURATION  
183.  DYNAMIC  
184.  ECONOMY  
185.  EDIT  
186.  ELEMENT  
187.  ELIMINATE  
188.  EMERGE  
139.  
140.  CREDIT  
141.  
142.  CRUCIAL  
143.  
144.  CURRENCY  
145.  CYCLE  
146.  
147.  DEBATE  
148.  DECADE  
149.  DECLINE  
150.  DEDUCE  
151.  








160.  DETECT  




165.  DIMENSION  
166.  DIMINISH  
167.  DISCRETE  
168.  DISCRIMINATE  
169.  DISPLACE  
170.  
171.  DISPOSE  
172.  
173.  DISTORT  
174.  
175.  
176.  DOCUMENT  
177.  
178.  DOMESTIC  
179.  












190.  EMPIRICAL   
191. ENABLE 
192.  ENCOUNTER   
193. ENERGY 
194.  ENFORCE   
195. ENHANCE 




200.  EQUATE   
201.  EQUIP   
202. EQUIVALENT 
203.  ERODE   
204. ERROR 
205. ESTABLISH 
206.  ESTATE   
207.  ESTIMATE   
208.  ETHIC   
209. ETHNIC 
210. EVALUATE 
211.  EVENTUAL   
212. EVIDENT 
213.  EVOLVE   
214. EXCEED 
215.  EXCLUDE   




220.  EXPLOIT   
221.  EXPORT   
222. EXPOSE 
223. EXTERNAL 




228.  FEDERAL   
229.  FEE   
230.  FILE   
231. FINAL 
232.  FINANCE   
233.  FINITE   
234.  FLEXIBLE   




239.  FORTHCOMING   
240.  FOUNDATION   
189.  EMPHASIS  
190.  
191.  ENABLE  
192.  
193.  ENERGY  
194.  
195.  ENHANCE  
196.  
197.  ENSURE  
198.  ENTITY  
199.  ENVIRONMENT  
200.  
201.  
202.  EQUIVALENT  
203.  
204.  ERROR  




209.  ETHNIC  
210.  EVALUATE  
211.  
212.  EVIDENT  
213.  
214.  EXCEED  
215.  
216.  
217.  EXPAND  
218.  EXPERT  
219.  EXPLICIT  
220.  
221.  
222.  EXPOSE  
223.  EXTERNAL  
224.  
225.  FACILITATE  
226.  FACTOR  









236.  FOCUS  
237.  FORMAT  
238.  FORMULA  
239.  
190.  EMPIRICAL  
191.  
192.  ENCOUNTER  
193.  
194.  ENFORCE  
195.  




200.  EQUATE  
201.  EQUIP  
202.  
203.  ERODE  
204.  
205.  
206.  ESTATE  
207.  ESTIMATE  
208.  ETHIC  
209.  
210.  
211.  EVENTUAL  
212.  
213.  EVOLVE  
214.  
215.  EXCLUDE  




220.  EXPLOIT  
221.  EXPORT  
222.  
223.  




228.  FEDERAL  
229.  FEE  
230.  FILE  
231.  
232.  FINANCE  
233.  FINITE  
234.  FLEXIBLE  




239.  FORTHCOMING  
240.  FOUNDATION  
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241.  FOUNDED   
242. FRAMEWORK 
243. FUNCTION 
244.  FUND   
245.  FUNDAMENTAL   
246. FURTHERMORE 
247.  GENDER   
248. GENERATE 




253.  GRANT   
254.  GUARANTEE   
255. GUIDELINE 
256. HENCE 
257.  HIERARCHY   
258. HIGHLIGHT 
259.  HYPOTHESIS   
260. IDENTICAL 
261. IDENTIFY 
262.  IDEOLOGY   
263.  IGNORANT   
264. ILLUSTRATE 
265. IMAGE 
266.  IMMIGRATE   
267. IMPACT 
268. IMPLEMENT 
269.  IMPLICATE   
270. IMPLICIT 
271. IMPLY 
272.  IMPOSE   
273.  INCENTIVE   
274.  INCIDENCE   
275. INCLINE 
276.  INCOME   
277.  INCORPORATE   
278.  INDEX   
279. INDICATE 
280. INDIVIDUAL 
281.  INDUCE   
282.  INEVITABLE   
283. INFER 
284.  INFRASTRUCTURE   
285.  INHERENT   
286.  INHIBIT   
287. INITIAL 
288.  INITIATE   
289.  INJURE   




242.  FRAMEWORK  
243.  FUNCTION  
244.  
245.  
246.  FURTHERMORE  
247.  
248.  GENERATE  
249.  
250.  GLOBE  
251.  GOAL  
252.  GRADE  
253.  
254.  
255.  GUIDELINE  
256.  HENCE  
257.  
258.  HIGHLIGHT  
259.  
260.  IDENTICAL  
261.  IDENTIFY  
262.  
263.  
264.  ILLUSTRATE  
265.  IMAGE  
266.  
267.  IMPACT  
268.  IMPLEMENT  
269.  
270.  IMPLICIT  








279.  INDICATE  
280.  INDIVIDUAL  
281.  
282.  








241.  FOUNDED  
242.  
243.  
244.  FUND  
245.  FUNDAMENTAL  
246.  
247.  GENDER  
248.  




253.  GRANT  
254.  GUARANTEE  
255.  
256.  
257.  HIERARCHY  
258.  
259.  HYPOTHESIS  
260.  
261.  
262.  IDEOLOGY  
263.  IGNORANT  
264.  
265.  
266.  IMMIGRATE  
267.  
268.  
269.  IMPLICATE  
270.  
271.  
272.  IMPOSE  
273.  INCENTIVE  
274.  INCIDENCE  
275.  
276.  INCOME  
277.  INCORPORATE  
278.  INDEX  
279.  
280.  
281.  INDUCE  
282.  INEVITABLE  
283.  
284.  INFRASTRUCTURE  
285.  INHERENT  
286.  INHIBIT  
287.  
288.  INITIATE  
289.  INJURE  




292.  INSERT   
293. INSIGHT 




298.  INTEGRAL   
299.  INTEGRATE   
300.  INTEGRITY   







308.  INTERVENE   
309.  INTRINSIC   
310.  INVEST   
311. INVESTIGATE 
312.  INVOKE   
313. INVOLVE 






320.  LABEL   
321.  LABOUR   
322.  LAYER   
323. LECTURE 
324. LEGAL 
325.  LEGISLATE   
326.  LEVY   
327.  LIBERAL   
328.  LICENCE   






335.  MANIPULATE   
336.  MANUAL   
337. MARGIN 
338.  MATURE   
339. MAXIMISE 
340.  MECHANISM   
341. MEDIA 
342.  MEDIATE   
291.  INPUT  
292.  
293.  INSIGHT  
294.  
295.  INSTANCE  
296.  INSTITUTE  





302.  INTENSE  
303.  INTERACT  
304.  INTERMEDIATE  
305.  INTERNAL  
306.  INTERPRET  




311.  INVESTIGATE  
312.  
313.  INVOLVE  
314.  
315.  ISSUE  
316.  ITEM  
317.  JOB  
318.  JOURNAL  




323.  LECTURE  






330.  LINK  
331.  LOCATE  
332.  LOGIC  
333.  MAINTAIN  
334.  MAJOR  
335.  
336.  
337.  MARGIN  
338.  
339.  MAXIMISE  
340.  
341.  MEDIA  
292.  INSERT  
293.  




298.  INTEGRAL  
299.  INTEGRATE  
300.  INTEGRITY  







308.  INTERVENE  
309.  INTRINSIC  
310.  INVEST  
311.  
312.  INVOKE  
313.  






320.  LABEL  
321.  LABOUR  
322.  LAYER  
323.  
324.  
325.  LEGISLATE  
326.  LEVY  
327.  LIBERAL  
328.  LICENCE  






335.  MANIPULATE  
336.  MANUAL  
337.  
338.  MATURE  
339.  
340.  MECHANISM  
341.  
342.  MEDIATE  
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343.  MEDICAL   
344.  MEDIUM   
345.  MENTAL   
346. METHOD 
347.  MIGRATE   
348. MILITARY 
349.  MINIMAL   
350.  MINIMISE   
351.  MINIMUM   
352.  MINISTRY   
353.  MINOR   
354.  MODE   
355. MODIFY 
356. MONITOR 
357.  MOTIVE   
358. MUTUAL 
359. NEGATE 
360.  NETWORK   
361. NEUTRAL 
362. NEVERTHELESS 
363.  NONETHELESS   
364.  NORM   
365. NORMAL 
366. NOTION 
367.  NOTWITHSTANDING   
368.  NUCLEAR   
369. OBJECTIVE 
370. OBTAIN 




375.  OFFSET   
376. ONGOING 
377. OPTION 
378.  ORIENT   
379.  OUTCOME   
380. OUTPUT 
381. OVERALL 
382.  OVERLAP   
383.  OVERSEAS   
384.  PANEL   
385.  PARADIGM   
386. PARAGRAPH 
387. PARALLEL 
388.  PARAMETER   
389. PARTICIPATE 








346.  METHOD  
347.  







355.  MODIFY  
356.  MONITOR  
357.  
358.  MUTUAL  
359.  NEGATE  
360.  
361.  NEUTRAL  
362.  NEVERTHELESS  
363.  
364.  
365.  NORMAL  
366.  NOTION  
367.  
368.  
369.  OBJECTIVE  
370.  OBTAIN  
371.  
372.  OCCUPY  
373.  OCCUR  
374.  ODD  
375.  
376.  ONGOING  
377.  OPTION  
378.  
379.  
380.  OUTPUT  





386.  PARAGRAPH  
387.  PARALLEL  
388.  
389.  PARTICIPATE  
390.  
391.  PASSIVE  
392.  PERCEIVE  
343.  MEDICAL  
344.  MEDIUM  
345.  MENTAL  
346.  
347.  MIGRATE  
348.  
349.  MINIMAL  
350.  MINIMISE  
351.  MINIMUM  
352.  MINISTRY  
353.  MINOR  
354.  MODE  
355.  
356.  
357.  MOTIVE  
358.  
359.  
360.  NETWORK  
361.  
362.  
363.  NONETHELESS  





368.  NUCLEAR  
369.  
370.  




375.  OFFSET  
376.  
377.  
378.  ORIENT  
379.  OUTCOME  
380.  
381.  
382.  OVERLAP  
383.  OVERSEAS  
384.  PANEL  
385.  PARADIGM  
386.  
387.  
388.  PARAMETER  
389.  










399.  PHILOSOPHY   
400. PHYSICAL 
401.  PLUS   
402.  POLICY   
403.  PORTION   







411.  PREDOMINANT   
412.  PRELIMINARY   
413.  PRESUME   
414. PREVIOUS 
415. PRIMARY 
416.  PRIME   
417.  PRINCIPAL   
418.  PRINCIPLE   
419.  PRIOR   
420.  PRIORITY   
421. PROCEED 
422. PROCESS 
423.  PROFESSIONAL   
424. PROHIBIT 
425.  PROJECT   
426.  PROMOTE   
427. PROPORTION 





433.  PURCHASE   
434.  PURSUE   
435. QUALITATIVE 
436. QUOTE 
437.  RADICAL   
438. RANDOM 
439. RANGE 
440.  RATIO   
441.  RATIONAL   
442. REACT 
443.  RECOVER   
444.  REFINE   
393.  PERCENT  
394.  PERIOD  
395.  
396.  PERSPECTIVE  
397.  PHASE  
398.  PHENOMENON  
399.  





405.  POSITIVE  
406.  POTENTIAL  
407.  PRACTITIONER  
408.  PRECEDE  
409.  PRECISE  




414.  PREVIOUS  






421.  PROCEED  
422.  PROCESS  
423.  
424.  PROHIBIT  
425.  
426.  
427.  PROPORTION  
428.  
429.  PROTOCOL  
430.  PSYCHOLOGY  
431.  PUBLICATION  
432.  PUBLISH  
433.  
434.  
435.  QUALITATIVE  
436.  QUOTE  
437.  
438.  RANDOM  
439.  RANGE  
440.  
441.  








399.  PHILOSOPHY  
400.  
401.  PLUS  
402.  POLICY  
403.  PORTION  







411.  PREDOMINANT  
412.  PRELIMINARY  
413.  PRESUME  
414.  
415.  
416.  PRIME  
417.  PRINCIPAL  
418.  PRINCIPLE  
419.  PRIOR  
420.  PRIORITY  
421.  
422.  
423.  PROFESSIONAL  
424.  
425.  PROJECT  
426.  PROMOTE  
427.  





433.  PURCHASE  
434.  PURSUE  
435.  
436.  
437.  RADICAL  
438.  
439.  
440.  RATIO  
441.  RATIONAL  
442.  
443.  RECOVER  
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445.  REGIME   
446.  REGION   
447.  REGISTER   
448.  REGULATE   
449.  REINFORCE   
450.  REJECT   
451. RELAX 
452.  RELEASE   
453. RELEVANT 
454.  RELUCTANCE   
455.  RELY   
456.  REMOVE   
457. REQUIRE 
458. RESEARCH 
459.  RESIDE   
460.  RESOLVE   
461. RESOURCE 
462. RESPOND 
463.  RESTORE   
464.  RESTRAIN   
465.  RESTRICT   
466.  RETAIN   
467. REVEAL 
468.  REVENUE   
469. REVERSE 
470. REVISE 
471.  REVOLUTION   
472.  RIGID   
473. ROLE 
474.  ROUTE   
475.  SCENARIO   
476. SCHEDULE 
477.  SCHEME   
478. SCOPE 
479. SECTION 










490.  SIMULATE   
491.  SITE   
492.  SO-CALLED   
493.  SOLE   









451.  RELAX  
452.  




457.  REQUIRE  
458.  RESEARCH  
459.  
460.  
461.  RESOURCE  





467.  REVEAL  
468.  
469.  REVERSE  
470.  REVISE  
471.  
472.  
473.  ROLE  
474.  
475.  
476.  SCHEDULE  
477.  
478.  SCOPE  
479.  SECTION  
480.  
481.  SECURE  
482.  SEEK  
483.  SELECT  
484.  SEQUENCE  
485.  SERIES  
486.  
487.  SHIFT  
488.  SIGNIFICANT  






444.  REFINE  
445.  REGIME  
446.  REGION  
447.  REGISTER  
448.  REGULATE  
449.  REINFORCE  
450.  REJECT  
451.  
452.  RELEASE  
453.  
454.  RELUCTANCE  
455.  RELY  
456.  REMOVE  
457.  
458.  
459.  RESIDE  
460.  RESOLVE  
461.  
462.  
463.  RESTORE  
464.  RESTRAIN  
465.  RESTRICT  
466.  RETAIN  
467.  
468.  REVENUE  
469.  
470.  
471.  REVOLUTION  
472.  RIGID  
473.  
474.  ROUTE  
475.  SCENARIO  
476.  
477.  SCHEME  
478.  
479.  










490.  SIMULATE  
491.  SITE  
492.  SO-CALLED  
493.  SOLE  





498.  SPHERE   
499.  STABLE   
500. STATISTIC 
501.  STATUS   





507.  SUBMIT   
508.  SUBORDINATE   
509.  SUBSEQUENT   
510.  SUBSIDY   
511.  SUBSTITUTE   
512. SUCCESSOR 




517.  SURVEY   
518.  SURVIVE   
519.  SUSPEND   
520. SUSTAIN 
521. SYMBOL 
522.  TAPE   
523. TARGET 
524. TASK 
525.  TEAM   
526. TECHNICAL 
527. TECHNIQUE 
528.  TECHNOLOGY   
529.  TEMPORARY   
530. TENSE 





536.  THESIS   
537. TOPIC 





543.  TRANSMIT   
544.  TRANSPORT   
545.  TREND   
546. TRIGGER 
495.  SOURCE  
496.  SPECIFIC  
497.  SPECIFY  
498.  
499.  
500.  STATISTIC  
501.  
502.  
503.  STRATEGY  
504.  STRESS  
505.  STRUCTURE  






512.  SUCCESSOR  
513.  
514.  SUM  
515.  SUMMARY  




520.  SUSTAIN  
521.  SYMBOL  
522.  
523.  TARGET  
524.  TASK  
525.  
526.  TECHNICAL  
527.  TECHNIQUE  
528.  
529.  
530.  TENSE  
531.  
532.  TEXT  
533.  THEME  
534.  THEORY  
535.  THEREBY  
536.  
537.  TOPIC  
538.  
539.  TRADITION  
540.  TRANSFER  
541.  TRANSFORM  







498.  SPHERE  
499.  STABLE  
500.  







507.  SUBMIT  
508.  SUBORDINATE  
509.  SUBSEQUENT  
510.  SUBSIDY  
511.  SUBSTITUTE  
512.  




517.  SURVEY  
518.  SURVIVE  
519.  SUSPEND  
520.  
521.  
522.  TAPE  
523.  
524.  
525.  TEAM  
526.  
527.  
528.  TECHNOLOGY  
529.  TEMPORARY  
530.  





536.  THESIS  
537.  





543.  TRANSMIT  
544.  TRANSPORT  
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547.  ULTIMATE   
548.  UNDERGO   
549. UNDERLIE 
550. UNDERTAKE 
551.  UNIFORM   
552.  UNIFY   
553. UNIQUE 
554.  UTILISE   
555. VALID 
556. VARY 
557.  VEHICLE   
558. VERSION 
559.  VIA   
560.  VIOLATE   
561.  VIRTUAL   
562.  VISIBLE   
563.  VISION   
564. VISUAL 
565. VOLUME 
566.  VOLUNTARY   
567.  WELFARE   
568. WHEREAS 
569.  WHEREBY   
570.  WIDESPREAD  
546.  TRIGGER  
547.  
548.  
549.  UNDERLIE  
550.  UNDERTAKE  
551.  
552.  
553.  UNIQUE  
554.  
555.  VALID  
556.  VARY  
557.  






564.  VISUAL  
565.  VOLUME  
566.  
567.  
568.  WHEREAS  
569.  
570.  
545.  TREND  
546.  
547.  ULTIMATE  
548.  UNDERGO  
549.  
550.  
551.  UNIFORM  
552.  UNIFY  
553.  
554.  UTILISE  
555.  
556.  
557.  VEHICLE  
558.  
559.  VIA  
560.  VIOLATE  
561.  VIRTUAL  
562.  VISIBLE  
563.  VISION  
564.  
565.  
566.  VOLUNTARY  
567.  WELFARE  
568.  
569.  WHEREBY  












Block frequency output of off-list words 
 Text: theses 
 Date: 3/2/2016 6:29 
 Tokens: 2061 
 Types: 517 
 Ratio: 0.2508 
 Sort: descending 
 





1. 158  7.67% 7.67% FEEDBACK  
2. 93  4.51% 12.18% CLASSROOM  
3. 91  4.42% 16.60% MODAL  
4. 87  4.22% 20.82% TRANSLATOR  
5. 80  3.88% 24.70% INDONESIAN  
6. 62  3.01% 27.71% ORAL  
7. 55  2.67% 30.38% COMICS  
8. 54  2.62% 33.00% COMIC  
9. 38  1.84% 34.84% INTERVIEW  
10. 34  1.65% 36.49% MODULATION  
11. 33  1.60% 38.09% EXCERPT  
12. 26  1.26% 39.35% RECAST  
13. 21  1.02% 40.37% METALINGUISTIC  
14. 21  1.02% 41.39% MODALS  
15. 19  0.92% 42.31% INDONESIA  
16. 18  0.87% 43.18% COUPLETS  
17. 18  0.87% 44.05% LITERAL  
18. 17  0.82% 44.87% JUNIOR  
19. 15  0.73% 45.60% DISCOURAGED  
Same list but with extractable 
word column 
(for extracting list of freq>x) 
1. 158  
2. 93  
3. 91  
4. 87  
5. 80  
6. 62  
7. 55  
8. 54  
9. 38  
10. 34  
11. 33  
12. 26  
13. 21  
14. 21  
15. 19  
16. 18  
17. 18  
18. 17  
19. 15  
20. 15  
21. 15  
22. 14  
23. 14  
24. 14  
25. 14  
26. 14  




20. 15  0.73% 46.33% SYNONYMY  
21. 15  0.73% 47.06% UTTERANCE  
22. 14  0.68% 47.74% GRADERS  
23. 14  0.68% 48.42% INTERVIEWS  
24. 14  0.68% 49.10% LITERALLY  
25. 14  0.68% 49.78% SEMANTIC  
26. 14  0.68% 50.46% TYPOLOGY  
27. 13  0.63% 51.09% COMPREHENSION  
28. 13  0.63% 51.72% MULTIMEDIA  
29. 13  0.63% 52.35% REPETITION  
30. 12  0.58% 52.93% ELICITATION  
31. 12  0.58% 53.51% GRAMMATICAL  
32. 12  0.58% 54.09% VIDEO  
33. 10  0.49% 54.58% BALLOON  
34. 10  0.49% 55.07% NATURALIZATION  
35. 10  0.49% 55.56% OKAY  
36. 10  0.49% 56.05% UTTERANCES  
37. 10  0.49% 56.54% UTTERED  
38. 9  0.44% 56.98% PRAGMATIC  
39. 8  0.39% 57.37% ADVISABILITY  
40. 8  0.39% 57.76% AUXILIARY  
41. 8  0.39% 58.15% CLASSROOMS  
42. 8  0.39% 58.54% CRAB  
43. 8  0.39% 58.93% LITE  
44. 8  0.39% 59.32% MODALITY  
45. 8  0.39% 59.71% PEERS  
46. 8  0.39% 60.10% RENDER  
47. 8  0.39% 60.49% SUB  
48. 7  0.34% 60.83% EMOTION  
28. 13  
29. 13  
30. 12  
31. 12  
32. 12  
33. 10  
34. 10  
35. 10  
36. 10  
37. 10  
38. 9  
39. 8  
40. 8  
41. 8  
42. 8  
43. 8  
44. 8  
45. 8  
46. 8  
47. 8  
48. 7  
49. 7  
50. 7  
51. 7  
52. 7  
53. 7  
54. 7  
55. 6  
56. 6  
57. 6  
58. 6  
59. 6  
60. 5  
61. 5  
62. 5  
63. 5  
64. 5  
65. 5  
66. 5  
67. 5  
68. 5  
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49. 7  0.34% 61.17% FRENCH  
50. 7  0.34% 61.51% HADDOCK  
51. 7  0.34% 61.85% HUMOROUS  
52. 7  0.34% 62.19% NOVEL  
53. 7  0.34% 62.53% PRONUNCIATION  
54. 7  0.34% 62.87% TRANSCRIBED  
55. 6  0.29% 63.16% ALERTNESS  
56. 6  0.29% 63.45% ATMOSPHERE  
57. 6  0.29% 63.74% OBLIGATION  
58. 6  0.29% 64.03% PATAGONIANS  
59. 6  0.29% 64.32% SCRAWNY  
60. 5  0.24% 64.56% ADJECTIVE  
61. 5  0.24% 64.80% BORED  
62. 5  0.24% 65.04% CONVEY  
63. 5  0.24% 65.28% CORRECTIVE  
64. 5  0.24% 65.52% DENSITY  
65. 5  0.24% 65.76% ENTITLED  
66. 5  0.24% 66.00% FEEDBACKS  
67. 5  0.24% 66.24% INTERVIEWED  
68. 5  0.24% 66.48% LINGUISTIC  
69. 5  0.24% 66.72% PARAPHRASE  
70. 5  0.24% 66.96% PROFICIENCY  
71. 5  0.24% 67.20% SENIOR  
72. 5  0.24% 67.44% UNGRATEFUL  
73. 4  0.19% 67.63% BRUTE  
74. 4  0.19% 67.82% BUDGERIGAR  
75. 4  0.19% 68.01% COGNITIVE  
76. 4  0.19% 68.20% CURRICULAR  
77. 4  0.19% 68.39% DONT  
69. 5  
70. 5  
71. 5  
72. 5  
73. 4  
74. 4  
75. 4  
76. 4  
77. 4  
78. 4  
79. 4  
80. 4  
81. 4  
82. 4  
83. 4  
84. 4  
85. 4  
86. 4  
87. 4  
88. 4  
89. 4  
90. 4  
91. 4  
92. 4  
93. 4  
94. 4  
95. 4  
96. 4  
97. 4  
98. 3  
99. 3  
100. 3  
101. 3  
102. 3  
103. 3  
104. 3  
105. 3  
106. 3  
107. 3  
108. 3  
109. 3  
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78. 4  0.19% 68.58% ETC  
79. 4  0.19% 68.77% EXPRESSIVENESS  
80. 4  0.19% 68.96% FILIBUSTER  
81. 4  0.19% 69.15% FONT  
82. 4  0.19% 69.34% HOPEFULLY  
83. 4  0.19% 69.53% HUMOR  
84. 4  0.19% 69.72% LINGUISTS  
85. 4  0.19% 69.91% LOCALIZATION  
86. 4  0.19% 70.10% MONOTONE  
87. 4  0.19% 70.29% MOVIE  
88. 4  0.19% 70.48% NON  
89. 4  0.19% 70.67% ORATION  
90. 4  0.19% 70.86% PEER  
91. 4  0.19% 71.05% PHRASES  
92. 4  0.19% 71.24% REFERENCE  
93. 4  0.19% 71.43% TEENAGERS  
94. 4  0.19% 71.62% TYPHOON  
95. 4  0.19% 71.81% UNRELATED  
96. 4  0.19% 72.00% VENTILATION  
97. 4  0.19% 72.19% VOCABULARY  
98. 3  0.15% 72.34% ADJECTIVES  
99. 3  0.15% 72.49% APTITUDE  
100. 3  0.15% 72.64% BALLOONS  
101. 3  0.15% 72.79% CALCULUS  
102. 3  0.15% 72.94% CRUMBS  
103. 3  0.15% 73.09% DIALOGUE  
104. 3  0.15% 73.24% GRADER  
105. 3  0.15% 73.39% HELL  
106. 3  0.15% 73.54% LCD  
110. 3  
111. 3  
112. 3  
113. 3  
114. 3  
115. 3  
116. 3  
117. 3  
118. 3  
119. 3  
120. 3  
121. 3  
122. 3  
123. 3  
124. 3  
125. 3  
126. 2  
127. 2  
128. 2  
129. 2  
130. 2  
131. 2  
132. 2  
133. 2  
134. 2  
135. 2  
136. 2  
137. 2  
138. 2  
139. 2  
140. 2  
141. 2  
142. 2  
143. 2  
144. 2  
145. 2  
146. 2  
147. 2  
148. 2  
149. 2  
150. 2  
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107. 3  0.15% 73.69% LESSMOTIVATED  
108. 3  0.15% 73.84% LINGUISTICS  
109. 3  0.15% 73.99% LOANED  
110. 3  0.15% 74.14% METALINGUSTIC  
111. 3  0.15% 74.29% MISUNDERSTOOD  
112. 3  0.15% 74.44% MONOLINGUAL  
113. 3  0.15% 74.59% MORPHOLOGY  
114. 3  0.15% 74.74% OPTIMAL  
115. 3  0.15% 74.89% PARAPHRASING  
116. 3  0.15% 75.04% PILOTING  
117. 3  0.15% 75.19% PIRATE  
118. 3  0.15% 75.34% PROMINENT  
119. 3  0.15% 75.49% QUESTIONNAIRE  
120. 3  0.15% 75.64% SESSION  
121. 3  0.15% 75.79% SYNONYM  
122. 3  0.15% 75.94% TENTATIVENESS  
123. 3  0.15% 76.09% TRANSCRIPTION  
124. 3  0.15% 76.24% TRANSPOSITION  
125. 3  0.15% 76.39% WHITEBOARD  
126. 2  0.10% 76.49% ABUSIVE  
127. 2  0.10% 76.59% ADVERBS  
128. 2  0.10% 76.69% AMPLE  
129. 2  0.10% 76.79% APA  
130. 2  0.10% 76.89% APPRAISING  
131. 2  0.10% 76.99% ARTICULATION  
132. 2  0.10% 77.09% BALD  
133. 2  0.10% 77.19% BARNACLES  
134. 2  0.10% 77.29% BELGIAN  
135. 2  0.10% 77.39% BORING  
151. 2  
152. 2  
153. 2  
154. 2  
155. 2  
156. 2  
157. 2  
158. 2  
159. 2  
160. 2  
161. 2  
162. 2  
163. 2  
164. 2  
165. 2  
166. 2  
167. 2  
168. 2  
169. 2  
170. 2  
171. 2  
172. 2  
173. 2  
174. 2  
175. 2  
176. 2  
177. 2  
178. 2  
179. 2  
180. 2  
181. 2  
182. 2  
183. 2  
184. 2  
185. 2  
186. 2  
187. 2  
188. 2  
189. 2  
190. 2  
191. 2  
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136. 2  0.10% 77.49% CATEGORIZE  
137. 2  0.10% 77.59% CHECKLIST  
138. 2  0.10% 77.69% CINEMA  
139. 2  0.10% 77.79% CLEANLINESS  
140. 2  0.10% 77.89% CO  
141. 2  0.10% 77.99% CONDUCIVE  
142. 2  0.10% 78.09% CONFOUNDING  
143. 2  0.10% 78.19% COT  
144. 2  0.10% 78.29% CURRICULUM  
145. 2  0.10% 78.39% CUTELY  
146. 2  0.10% 78.49% DAMN  
147. 2  0.10% 78.59% DELETING  
148. 2  0.10% 78.69% DOMESTICATION  
149. 2  0.10% 78.79% DUBBING  
150. 2  0.10% 78.89% EFL  
151. 2  0.10% 78.99% EMAIL  
152. 2  0.10% 79.09% ENCODED  
153. 2  0.10% 79.19% ENGAGE  
154. 2  0.10% 79.29% ENRICH  
155. 2  0.10% 79.39% ESTEEM  
156. 2  0.10% 79.49% ETCARE  
157. 2  0.10% 79.59% EXPLETIVE  
158. 2  0.10% 79.69% FAVORABLE  
159. 2  0.10% 79.79% FOREIGNIZING  
160. 2  0.10% 79.89% FULFILLED  
161. 2  0.10% 79.99% GANGSTERS  
162. 2  0.10% 80.09% GENERALIZED  
163. 2  0.10% 80.19% GRAPHIC  
164. 2  0.10% 80.29% GRASSHOPPER  
192. 2  
193. 2  
194. 2  
195. 2  
196. 2  
197. 2  
198. 2  
199. 2  
200. 2  
201. 2  
202. 2  
203. 2  
204. 2  
205. 2  
206. 2  
207. 2  
208. 2  
209. 2  
210. 2  
211. 2  
212. 2  
213. 2  
214. 2  
215. 2  
216. 2  
217. 2  
218. 2  
219. 2  
220. 2  
221. 1  
222. 1  
223. 1  
224. 1  
225. 1  
226. 1  
227. 1  
228. 1  
229. 1  
230. 1  
231. 1  
232. 1  
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165. 2  0.10% 80.39% HARSH  
166. 2  0.10% 80.49% HOBO  
167. 2  0.10% 80.59% HURRICANE  
168. 2  0.10% 80.69% IMPORTED  
169. 2  0.10% 80.79% INDIANS  
170. 2  0.10% 80.89% INDOOR  
171. 2  0.10% 80.99% INFECTIOUS  
172. 2  0.10% 81.09% INFLUENT  
173. 2  0.10% 81.19% INSTALLED  
174. 2  0.10% 81.29% INSTRUCTIONAL  
175. 2  0.10% 81.39% INTERESTINGLY  
176. 2  0.10% 81.49% INTERVIEWEE  
177. 2  0.10% 81.59% INTERVIEWING  
178. 2  0.10% 81.69% INTONATION  
179. 2  0.10% 81.79% LEXICAL  
180. 2  0.10% 81.89% LITERATURES  
181. 2  0.10% 81.99% MIRROR  
182. 2  0.10% 82.09% MORALE  
183. 2  0.10% 82.19% MOVIES  
184. 2  0.10% 82.29% NARRATION  
185. 2  0.10% 82.39% NEGOTIATION  
186. 2  0.10% 82.49% NOVELS  
187. 2  0.10% 82.59% OK  
188. 2  0.10% 82.69% OUTDOOR  
189. 2  0.10% 82.79% PADA  
190. 2  0.10% 82.89% PEDAGOGY  
191. 2  0.10% 82.99% PERFUME  
192. 2  0.10% 83.09% PERMISSIBLE  
193. 2  0.10% 83.19% PERSONALITY  
233. 1  
234. 1  
235. 1  
236. 1  
237. 1  
238. 1  
239. 1  
240. 1  
241. 1  
242. 1  
243. 1  
244. 1  
245. 1  
246. 1  
247. 1  
248. 1  
249. 1  
250. 1  
251. 1  
252. 1  
253. 1  
254. 1  
255. 1  
256. 1  
257. 1  
258. 1  
259. 1  
260. 1  
261. 1  
262. 1  
263. 1  
264. 1  
265. 1  
266. 1  
267. 1  
268. 1  
269. 1  
270. 1  
271. 1  
272. 1  
273. 1  
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194. 2  0.10% 83.29% PRACTICALITY  
195. 2  0.10% 83.39% PRACTICUM  
196. 2  0.10% 83.49% REPHRASE  
197. 2  0.10% 83.59% RHETORICAL  
198. 2  0.10% 83.69% SCORE  
199. 2  0.10% 83.79% SHIT  
200. 2  0.10% 83.89% SHY  
201. 2  0.10% 83.99% SINGULAR  
202. 2  0.10% 84.09% SKELETAL  
203. 2  0.10% 84.19% SOLIDARITY  
204. 2  0.10% 84.29% SOPHISTICATED  
205. 2  0.10% 84.39% STIMULATERECALLED  
206. 2  0.10% 84.49% STYLISTIC  
207. 2  0.10% 84.59% SWINE  
208. 2  0.10% 84.69% SWITCHED  
209. 2  0.10% 84.79% SYNONYMS  
210. 2  0.10% 84.89% TEACHERSTUDENTS  
211. 2  0.10% 84.99% TENSES  
212. 2  0.10% 85.09% TERMINOLOGY  
213. 2  0.10% 85.19% TEXTBOOKS  
214. 2  0.10% 85.29% TRADEMARK  
215. 2  0.10% 85.39% TRANSCRIBING  
216. 2  0.10% 85.49% TV  
217. 2  0.10% 85.59% USAGE  
218. 2  0.10% 85.69% VIBRANT  
219. 2  0.10% 85.79% VOCABULARIES  
220. 2  0.10% 85.89% WELLMOTIVATED  
221. 1  0.05% 85.94% ABREAST  
222. 1  0.05% 85.99% ABUSE  
274. 1  
275. 1  
276. 1  
277. 1  
278. 1  
279. 1  
280. 1  
281. 1  
282. 1  
283. 1  
284. 1  
285. 1  
286. 1  
287. 1  
288. 1  
289. 1  
290. 1  
291. 1  
292. 1  
293. 1  
294. 1  
295. 1  
296. 1  
297. 1  
298. 1  
299. 1  
300. 1  
301. 1  
302. 1  
303. 1  
304. 1  
305. 1  
306. 1  
307. 1  
308. 1  
309. 1  
310. 1  
311. 1  
312. 1  
313. 1  
314. 1  
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223. 1  0.05% 86.04% ACCREDITATION  
224. 1  0.05% 86.09% ACRONYMS  
225. 1  0.05% 86.14% ADDITIONALLY  
226. 1  0.05% 86.19% ADORE  
227. 1  0.05% 86.24% ADVERB  
228. 1  0.05% 86.29% ADVISABLE  
229. 1  0.05% 86.34% AFGHANISTAN  
230. 1  0.05% 86.39% AGGRAVATION  
231. 1  0.05% 86.44% AIRPORT  
232. 1  0.05% 86.49% ALLUSIONS  
233. 1  0.05% 86.54% ALPHABET  
234. 1  0.05% 86.59% ALPHABETS  
235. 1  0.05% 86.64% AMERICA  
236. 1  0.05% 86.69% APPEALING  
237. 1  0.05% 86.74% APPELLATION  
238. 1  0.05% 86.79% ARISTOCRACY  
239. 1  0.05% 86.84% ARSENIC  
240. 1  0.05% 86.89% ASBESTOS  
241. 1  0.05% 86.94% ASCERTAIN  
242. 1  0.05% 86.99% ASS  
243. 1  0.05% 87.04% ASSERTS  
244. 1  0.05% 87.09% ATTRACTIF  
245. 1  0.05% 87.14% AUTHENTICITY  
246. 1  0.05% 87.19% AUXILIARIES  
247. 1  0.05% 87.24% BARNACLE  
248. 1  0.05% 87.29% BASTARD  
249. 1  0.05% 87.34% BLISTERING  
250. 1  0.05% 87.39% BLOG  
251. 1  0.05% 87.44% BLUNY  
315. 1  
316. 1  
317. 1  
318. 1  
319. 1  
320. 1  
321. 1  
322. 1  
323. 1  
324. 1  
325. 1  
326. 1  
327. 1  
328. 1  
329. 1  
330. 1  
331. 1  
332. 1  
333. 1  
334. 1  
335. 1  
336. 1  
337. 1  
338. 1  
339. 1  
340. 1  
341. 1  
342. 1  
343. 1  
344. 1  
345. 1  
346. 1  
347. 1  
348. 1  
349. 1  
350. 1  
351. 1  
352. 1  
353. 1  
354. 1  
355. 1  
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252. 1  0.05% 87.49% BRIANNE  
253. 1  0.05% 87.54% BROADEN  
254. 1  0.05% 87.59% BS  
255. 1  0.05% 87.64% BUBONIC  
256. 1  0.05% 87.69% CALQUE  
257. 1  0.05% 87.74% CHUFFED  
258. 1  0.05% 87.79% CHUNKS  
259. 1  0.05% 87.84% CIRCULATION  
260. 1  0.05% 87.89% CLUE  
261. 1  0.05% 87.94% CLUES  
262. 1  0.05% 87.99% COLLOCATIONS  
263. 1  0.05% 88.04% COMPONENTIAL  
264. 1  0.05% 88.09% COMPREHEND  
265. 1  0.05% 88.14% COMPREHENDING  
266. 1  0.05% 88.19% COMPREHENSIBLE  
267. 1  0.05% 88.24% COMPROMISE  
268. 1  0.05% 88.29% COMPULSORY  
269. 1  0.05% 88.34% CONCRETE  
270. 1  0.05% 88.39% CONDUCTIVE  
271. 1  0.05% 88.44% CONFRONTATION  
272. 1  0.05% 88.49% CONSEQUENY  
273. 1  0.05% 88.54% CONTIGUOUS  
274. 1  0.05% 88.59% CONVERSED  
275. 1  0.05% 88.64% CONVEYED  
276. 1  0.05% 88.69% CONVEYING  
277. 1  0.05% 88.74% COPYRIGHT  
278. 1  0.05% 88.79% CORRELATION  
279. 1  0.05% 88.84% CRICKET  
280. 1  0.05% 88.89% CRITICIZED  
356. 1  
357. 1  
358. 1  
359. 1  
360. 1  
361. 1  
362. 1  
363. 1  
364. 1  
365. 1  
366. 1  
367. 1  
368. 1  
369. 1  
370. 1  
371. 1  
372. 1  
373. 1  
374. 1  
375. 1  
376. 1  
377. 1  
378. 1  
379. 1  
380. 1  
381. 1  
382. 1  
383. 1  
384. 1  
385. 1  
386. 1  
387. 1  
388. 1  
389. 1  
390. 1  
391. 1  
392. 1  
393. 1  
394. 1  
395. 1  
396. 1  
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281. 1  0.05% 88.94% DARN  
282. 1  0.05% 88.99% DEFUNCT  
283. 1  0.05% 89.04% DEPICTED  
284. 1  0.05% 89.09% DESIR  
285. 1  0.05% 89.14% DIALING  
286. 1  0.05% 89.19% DIALOGUES  
287. 1  0.05% 89.24% DIDNT  
288. 1  0.05% 89.29% DIGUNAKAN  
289. 1  0.05% 89.34% DISCOURAGEMENT  
290. 1  0.05% 89.39% DISCOURTEOUS  
291. 1  0.05% 89.44% DISRUPTIVE  
292. 1  0.05% 89.49% DIVERGENCE  
293. 1  0.05% 89.54% DOESNT  
294. 1  0.05% 89.59% ECTOPLASM  
295. 1  0.05% 89.64% ECTOPLASMS  
296. 1  0.05% 89.69% EGMONT  
297. 1  0.05% 89.74% ELABORATE  
298. 1  0.05% 89.79% ELABORATION  
299. 1  0.05% 89.84% ELECTRONIC  
300. 1  0.05% 89.89% ELEMENTARY  
301. 1  0.05% 89.94% ELICIT  
302. 1  0.05% 89.99% ELICITS  
303. 1  0.05% 90.04% ELUCIDATES  
304. 1  0.05% 90.09% EMBARRASSMENT  
305. 1  0.05% 90.14% EMOTIONAL  
306. 1  0.05% 90.19% EMPRUNT  
307. 1  0.05% 90.24% ENCOURAGEMENTS  
308. 1  0.05% 90.29% ENTHUSIASM  
309. 1  0.05% 90.34% ENTITLEDTHE  
397. 1  
398. 1  
399. 1  
400. 1  
401. 1  
402. 1  
403. 1  
404. 1  
405. 1  
406. 1  
407. 1  
408. 1  
409. 1  
410. 1  
411. 1  
412. 1  
413. 1  
414. 1  
415. 1  
416. 1  
417. 1  
418. 1  
419. 1  
420. 1  
421. 1  
422. 1  
423. 1  
424. 1  
425. 1  
426. 1  
427. 1  
428. 1  
429. 1  
430. 1  
431. 1  
432. 1  
433. 1  
434. 1  
435. 1  
436. 1  
437. 1  
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310. 1  0.05% 90.39% EQUIVALENCES  
311. 1  0.05% 90.44% ERA  
312. 1  0.05% 90.49% ERADICATING  
313. 1  0.05% 90.54% ESL  
314. 1  0.05% 90.59% ETCAND  
315. 1  0.05% 90.64% EVIDENCES  
316. 1  0.05% 90.69% EXCERPTS  
317. 1  0.05% 90.74% EXITING  
318. 1  0.05% 90.79% EXPLAND  
319. 1  0.05% 90.84% FACULTY  
320. 1  0.05% 90.89% FATIGUE  
321. 1  0.05% 90.94% FEUDAL  
322. 1  0.05% 90.99% FLAKY  
323. 1  0.05% 91.04% FLAWS  
324. 1  0.05% 91.09% FLUENT  
325. 1  0.05% 91.14% FLUENTLY  
326. 1  0.05% 91.19% FOLLOWINGS  
327. 1  0.05% 91.24% FORUM  
328. 1  0.05% 91.29% FRUSTRATED  
329. 1  0.05% 91.34% FRUSTRATION  
330. 1  0.05% 91.39% FULFILL  
331. 1  0.05% 91.44% FURIOUS  
332. 1  0.05% 91.49% GEAR  
333. 1  0.05% 91.54% GENERALIZE  
334. 1  0.05% 91.59% GERMAN  
335. 1  0.05% 91.64% GERMANS  
336. 1  0.05% 91.69% GLADIATOR  
337. 1  0.05% 91.74% GLOSSARY  
338. 1  0.05% 91.79% GOBBLEDYGOOK  
438. 1  
439. 1  
440. 1  
441. 1  
442. 1  
443. 1  
444. 1  
445. 1  
446. 1  
447. 1  
448. 1  
449. 1  
450. 1  
451. 1  
452. 1  
453. 1  
454. 1  
455. 1  
456. 1  
457. 1  
458. 1  
459. 1  
460. 1  
461. 1  
462. 1  
463. 1  
464. 1  
465. 1  
466. 1  
467. 1  
468. 1  
469. 1  
470. 1  
471. 1  
472. 1  
473. 1  
474. 1  
475. 1  
476. 1  
477. 1  
478. 1  
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339. 1  0.05% 91.84% GRADUATED  
340. 1  0.05% 91.89% GRAMMARIANS  
341. 1  0.05% 91.94% GRASP  
342. 1  0.05% 91.99% GRATITUDE  
343. 1  0.05% 92.04% GUIDANCE  
344. 1  0.05% 92.09% GUYS  
345. 1  0.05% 92.14% HANDBOOKS  
346. 1  0.05% 92.19% HARBORD  
347. 1  0.05% 92.24% HARDWORKING  
348. 1  0.05% 92.29% HEARTLESS  
349. 1  0.05% 92.34% HORRIBLE  
350. 1  0.05% 92.39% HYDRO  
351. 1  0.05% 92.44% ICONIC  
352. 1  0.05% 92.49% IDIOSYNCRATIC  
353. 1  0.05% 92.54% IDIOT  
354. 1  0.05% 92.59% IM  
355. 1  0.05% 92.64% IMPEDE  
356. 1  0.05% 92.69% IMPERTINENT  
357. 1  0.05% 92.74% IMPRACTICAL  
358. 1  0.05% 92.79% IMPRESS  
359. 1  0.05% 92.84% IMPRESSED  
360. 1  0.05% 92.89% INCAS  
361. 1  0.05% 92.94% INCONSIDERATE  
362. 1  0.05% 92.99% INDIA  
363. 1  0.05% 93.04% INDUCTIVE  
364. 1  0.05% 93.09% INFANT  
365. 1  0.05% 93.14% INFORMATIONS  
366. 1  0.05% 93.19% INITIALS  
367. 1  0.05% 93.24% INOPERATIVE  
479. 1  
480. 1  
481. 1  
482. 1  
483. 1  
484. 1  
485. 1  
486. 1  
487. 1  
488. 1  
489. 1  
490. 1  
491. 1  
492. 1  
493. 1  
494. 1  
495. 1  
496. 1  
497. 1  
498. 1  
499. 1  
500. 1  
501. 1  
502. 1  
503. 1  
504. 1  
505. 1  
506. 1  
507. 1  
508. 1  
509. 1  
510. 1  
511. 1  
512. 1  
513. 1  
514. 1  
515. 1  





368. 1  0.05% 93.29% INSCRIPTIONS  
369. 1  0.05% 93.34% INSISTED  
370. 1  0.05% 93.39% INSOLENT  
371. 1  0.05% 93.44% INSPIRE  
372. 1  0.05% 93.49% INSTALL  
373. 1  0.05% 93.54% INTERPERSONAL  
374. 1  0.05% 93.59% INTERVIEWEES  
375. 1  0.05% 93.64% INTIMACY  
376. 1  0.05% 93.69% ITERATION  
377. 1  0.05% 93.74% ITU  
378. 1  0.05% 93.79% JANGKRIK  
379. 1  0.05% 93.84% JAPANESE  
380. 1  0.05% 93.89% JE  
381. 1  0.05% 93.94% KALIMAT  
382. 1  0.05% 93.99% KIDNAPPED  
383. 1  0.05% 94.04% KILOMETERS  
384. 1  0.05% 94.09% KINDERGARTEN  
385. 1  0.05% 94.14% LANGSUNG  
386. 1  0.05% 94.19% LAYOUT  
387. 1  0.05% 94.24% LEGIATION  
388. 1  0.05% 94.29% LIGHTNING  
389. 1  0.05% 94.34% LINGUIST  
390. 1  0.05% 94.39% LINGUISTIQUE  
391. 1  0.05% 94.44% LOCUST  
392. 1  0.05% 94.49% MALL  
393. 1  0.05% 94.54% MAXIMALLY  
394. 1  0.05% 94.59% METALINGUAL  
395. 1  0.05% 94.64% METALINGUITIC  
396. 1  0.05% 94.69% METAPHOR  
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397. 1  0.05% 94.74% MISMATCHES  
398. 1  0.05% 94.79% MISPRONUNCIATION  
399. 1  0.05% 94.84% MISUNDERSTANDING  
400. 1  0.05% 94.89% MOBILE  
401. 1  0.05% 94.94% MOLD  
402. 1  0.05% 94.99% MOSY  
403. 1  0.05% 95.04% MUMBLING  
404. 1  0.05% 95.09% NARRATE  
405. 1  0.05% 95.14% NEGOTIATIONS  
406. 1  0.05% 95.19% NERS  
407. 1  0.05% 95.24% NESE  
408. 1  0.05% 95.29% NONETHELES  
409. 1  0.05% 95.34% NONNATIVE  
410. 1  0.05% 95.39% NOTEWORTHY  
411. 1  0.05% 95.44% OBJECTIVES  
412. 1  0.05% 95.49% OBSTRUCTING  
413. 1  0.05% 95.54% OCCURED  
414. 1  0.05% 95.59% ONOMATOPOEIA  
415. 1  0.05% 95.64% ONOMATOPOEIAS  
416. 1  0.05% 95.69% ORALLY  
417. 1  0.05% 95.74% OVERLOOKING  
418. 1  0.05% 95.79% OVERVIEW  
419. 1  0.05% 95.84% PACT  
420. 1  0.05% 95.89% PATAGONIA  
421. 1  0.05% 95.94% PETIK  
422. 1  0.05% 95.99% PHONOLOGICAL  
423. 1  0.05% 96.04% PHYSIOLOGICAL  
424. 1  0.05% 96.09% PICAROS  
425. 1  0.05% 96.14% PICTORIAL  
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426. 1  0.05% 96.19% PILOT  
427. 1  0.05% 96.24% PLAYFULNESS  
428. 1  0.05% 96.29% PM  
429. 1  0.05% 96.34% PORTRAY  
430. 1  0.05% 96.39% PRE  
431. 1  0.05% 96.44% PRECIPITOUS  
432. 1  0.05% 96.49% PRESTIGIOUS  
433. 1  0.05% 96.54% PREVIOUY  
434. 1  0.05% 96.59% PROBLEMATICAL  
435. 1  0.05% 96.64% PROFICIENT  
436. 1  0.05% 96.69% PROXIMITY  
437. 1  0.05% 96.74% PUBLICIZED  
438. 1  0.05% 96.79% PUNS  
439. 1  0.05% 96.84% PURPOSED  
440. 1  0.05% 96.89% RAMI&#NUMBER;CATIONS  
441. 1  0.05% 96.94% RAMIFICATIONS  
442. 1  0.05% 96.99% RASH  
443. 1  0.05% 97.04% REARRANGES  
444. 1  0.05% 97.09% RECALLS  
445. 1  0.05% 97.14% RECEPTOR  
446. 1  0.05% 97.19% RECOURSE  
447. 1  0.05% 97.24% REFERENCES  
448. 1  0.05% 97.29% REGRETTABLY  
449. 1  0.05% 97.34% RENDERING  
450. 1  0.05% 97.39% REPUBLISH  
451. 1  0.05% 97.44% REPUBLISHED  
452. 1  0.05% 97.49% REVERT  
453. 1  0.05% 97.54% REWRITES  
454. 1  0.05% 97.59% SAAT  
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455. 1  0.05% 97.64% SCAB  
456. 1  0.05% 97.69% SCORES  
457. 1  0.05% 97.74% SEARING  
458. 1  0.05% 97.79% SEEKERS  
459. 1  0.05% 97.84% SEGMENTS  
460. 1  0.05% 97.89% SEMANTICALLY  
461. 1  0.05% 97.94% SEMI  
462. 1  0.05% 97.99% SETTINGS  
463. 1  0.05% 98.04% SKYLIGHTS  
464. 1  0.05% 98.09% SMART  
465. 1  0.05% 98.14% SOCIABILITY  
466. 1  0.05% 98.19% SOVIETS  
467. 1  0.05% 98.24% SPECIMEN  
468. 1  0.05% 98.29% STRIVE  
469. 1  0.05% 98.34% STUFFY  
470. 1  0.05% 98.39% SUBTITLING  
471. 1  0.05% 98.44% SUBTITLINGANOTHER  
472. 1  0.05% 98.49% SUCCESSFULNESS  
473. 1  0.05% 98.54% SUMMARILY  
474. 1  0.05% 98.59% SUMMIT  
475. 1  0.05% 98.64% SWITCH  
476. 1  0.05% 98.69% SYNTACTIC  
477. 1  0.05% 98.74% TABOOED  
478. 1  0.05% 98.79% TACTIC  
479. 1  0.05% 98.84% TANDA  
480. 1  0.05% 98.89% TANG  
481. 1  0.05% 98.94% TEACHERTALK  
482. 1  0.05% 98.99% TERRORISTS  
483. 1  0.05% 99.04% THATS  
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484. 1  0.05% 99.09% THERES  
485. 1  0.05% 99.14% THUNDERSTORMS  
486. 1  0.05% 99.19% TIDAK  
487. 1  0.05% 99.24% TOOLSWORD  
488. 1  0.05% 99.29% TOOLSWORDPROCESSING  
489. 1  0.05% 99.34% TRAMPS  
490. 1  0.05% 99.39% TRAN  
491. 1  0.05% 99.44% TRANSCRIBE  
492. 1  0.05% 99.49% TRANSCRIPTS  
493. 1  0.05% 99.54% TRANSFORMER  
494. 1  0.05% 99.59% TRANSFORMERS  
495. 1  0.05% 99.64% TRANSPOSITIONS  
496. 1  0.05% 99.69% TRICKY  
497. 1  0.05% 99.74% TYPHOONS  
498. 1  0.05% 99.79% TYPOGRAPHICAL  
499. 1  0.05% 99.84% UNCHALLENGING  
500. 1  0.05% 99.89% UNCONVINCING  
501. 1  0.05% 99.94% UNDERLINES  
502. 1  0.05% 99.99% UNNATURAL  
503. 1  0.05% 100.00% UNSATISFACTORY  
504. 1  0.05% 100.00% UPTAKE  
505. 1  0.05% 100.00% VAGUE  
506. 1  0.05% 100.00% VEGETATION  
507. 1  0.05% 100.00% VERBATIM  
508. 1  0.05% 100.00% VIGNETTES  
509. 1  0.05% 100.00% VOCATIONAL  
510. 1  0.05% 100.00% VOLITION  
511. 1  0.05% 100.00% WARRIOR  
512. 1  0.05% 100.00% WEAKER  
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513. 1  0.05% 100.00% WH  
514. 1  0.05% 100.00% WHATS  
515. 1  0.05% 100.00% WILDERNESS  
516. 1  0.05% 100.00% WORLDWIDE  



















Comparison of students’ theses 2008 and students’ theses 2009 
 
TOKEN Recycling Index: (4782 repeated tokens: 5701 tokens in new text) = 83.88% 
FAMILIES Recycling Index: (375 repeated families: 698 families in new text) = 
53.72% 






Unique to second 
919 tokens 
323 families 
001.  joke 26 
002.  encourage 17 
003.  easy 15 
004.  you 15 
005.  avoid 14 
006.  check 14 
007.  difficult 14 
008.  repeat 14 
009.  comprehend 13 
010.  direct 13 
011.  talk 13 
012.  clear 12 
013.  sentence 12 
014.  silence 12 
015.  praise 9 
016.  correct 8 
017.  deal 8 
018.  try 8 
019.  utter 8 
020.  exercise 7 
021.  fast 7 
001.  the 437 
002.  be 248 
003.  in 194 
004.  to 183 
005.  this 159 
006.  of 139 
007.  and 138 
008.  student 133 
009.  learn 122 
010.  they 102 
011.  english 94 
012.  a 92 
013.  room 74 
014.  have 59 
015.  teach 58 
016.  as 52 
017.  with 51 
018.  it 49 
019.  i 47 
020.  for 46 
021.  participant 43 
Freq first 
(then alpha) 
001.  factor 47 
002.  external 36 
003.  size 30 
004.  between 23 
005.  group 19 
006.  affect 18 
007.  facility 17 
008.  style 17 
009.  discourage 16 
010.  club 14 
011.  expose 14 
012.  multimedia 13 
013.  length 12 
014.  mutual 12 
015.  peer 12 
016.  quality 11 
017.  internal 10 
018.  video 10 
019.  small 9 
Same list 
Alpha first 
001.  : 1 
002.  academy 3 
003.  access 5 
004.  accommodate 2 
005.  achieve 5 
006.  act 1 
007.  adequate 4 
008.  administration 1 
009.  advantage 2 
010.  affect 18 
011.  age 4 
012.  air 2 
013.  alertness 6 
014.  alternative 1 
015.  ambiguous 1 
016.  amount 3 
017.  ample 2 
018.  appeal 1 
019.  approach 2 
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022.  play 7 
023.  rule 7 
024.  confidence 6 
025.  express 6 
026.  might 6 
027.  role 6 
028.  world 6 
029.  command 5 
030.  front 5 
031.  hate 5 
032.  note 5 
033.  now 5 
034.  sure 5 
035.  tend 5 
036.  term 5 
037.  translate 5 
038.  attract 4 
039.  compare 4 
040.  familiar 4 
041.  ice 4 
042.  keep 4 
043.  mother 4 
044.  oration 4 
045.  period 4 
046.  senior 4 
047.  speech 4 
048.  tongue 4 
049.  transition 4 
050.  yes 4 
051.  allow 3 
052.  ambiguity 3 
053.  among 3 
054.  centre 3 
055.  conscious 3 
022.  relation 40 
023.  not 34 
024.  study 28 
025.  practise 27 
026.  about 26 
027.  from 26 
028.  interview 26 
029.  on 26 
030.  which 26 
031.  by 25 
032.  environment 25 
033.  language 25 
034.  time 25 
035.  what 25 
036.  problem 24 
037.  good 23 
038.  say 23 
039.  give 22 
040.  grade 22 
041.  only 22 
042.  speak 22 
043.  active 21 
044.  school 21 
045.  find 19 
046.  provide 19 
047.  she 19 
048.  use 19 
049.  base 18 
050.  more 18 
051.  or 18 
052.  other 18 
053.  perform 18 
054.  question 18 
055.  all 17 
020.  space 9 
021.  students’ 9 
022.  indicate 8 
023.  individual 8 
024.  interest 8 
025.  conflict 7 
026.  specific 7 
027.  alertness 6 
028.  atmosphere 6 
029.  enjoy 6 
030.  every 6 
031.  member 6 
032.  respect 6 
033.  access 5 
034.  achieve 5 
035.  clean 5 
036.  dense 5 
037.  fun 5 
038.  habit 5 
039.  invite 5 
040.  lack 5 
041.  link 5 
042.  rather 5 
043.  start 5 
044.  young 5 
045.  adequate 4 
046.  age 4 
047.  appropriate 4 
048.  child 4 
049.  cognitive 4 
050.  couldn’ 4 
051.  doesn’ 4 
052.  don’ 4 
053.  during 4 
020.  appropriate 4 
021.  aptitude 3 
022.  argue 2 
023.  arsenic 1 
024.  asbestos 1 
025.  assume 1 
026.  atmosphere 6 
027.  attribute 1 
028.  average 1 
029.  balance 1 
030.  begin 2 
031.  between 23 
032.  beyond 1 
033.  big 2 
034.  bit 1 
035.  blame 2 
036.  board 1 
037.  brianne 1 
038.  brother 1 
039.  ca 1 
040.  capable 1 
041.  chair 1 
042.  challenge 2 
043.  chance 2 
044.  character 1 
045.  charge 1 
046.  child 4 
047.  circulate 1 
048.  circumstance 1 
049.  claim 2 
050.  classify 2 
051.  clean 5 
052.  closes 1 
053.  club 14 
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056.  country 3 
057.  detail 3 
058.  four 3 
059.  game 3 
060.  hear 3 
061.  job 3 
062.  lessmotivated 3 
063.  mark 3 
064.  miss 3 
065.  monolingual 3 
066.  negative 3 
067.  paraphrase 3 
068.  permit 3 
069.  step 3 
070.  switch 3 
071.  waste 3 
072.  whiteboard 3 
073.  why 3 
074.  agree 2 
075.  apa 2 
076.  area 2 
077.  arrange 2 
078.  away 2 
079.  checklist 2 
080.  clarify 2 
081.  complex 2 
082.  conclude 2 
083.  controversy 2 
084.  cover 2 
085.  curriculum 2 
086.  department 2 
087.  disappoint 2 
088.  doubt 2 
089.  essence 2 
056.  data 17 
057.  high 17 
058.  material 17 
059.  who 17 
060.  also 16 
061.  but 16 
062.  can 16 
063.  class 16 
064.  could 16 
065.  one 16 
066.  when 16 
067.  research 15 
068.  state 15 
069.  because 14 
070.  each 14 
071.  he 14 
072.  out 14 
073.  process 14 
074.  difference 13 
075.  make 13 
076.  some 13 
077.  well 13 
078.  according 12 
079.  another 12 
080.  at 12 
081.  level 12 
082.  so 12 
083.  there 12 
084.  comfort 11 
085.  develop 11 
086.  if 11 
087.  most 11 
088.  should 11 
089.  support 11 
054.  join 4 
055.  tense 4 
056.  ventilate 4 
057.  academy 3 
058.  amount 3 
059.  aptitude 3 
060.  determine 3 
061.  early 3 
062.  environment: 3 
063.  facilitate 3 
064.  feature 3 
065.  health 3 
066.  improve 3 
067.  install 3 
068.  interview: 3 
069.  large 3 
070.  lcd 3 
071.  method 3 
072.  neighbour 3 
073.  old 3 
074.  optimal 3 
075.  perhaps 3 
076.  physical 3 
077.  really 3 
078.  resource 3 
079.  score 3 
080.  share 3 
081.  staff 3 
082.  table 3 
083.  transcript 3 
084.  accommodate 2 
085.  advantage 2 
086.  air 2 
087.  ample 2 
054.  cognitive 4 
055.  colleague 1 
056.  comment 1 
057.  component 2 
058.  compound 1 
059.  compromise 1 
060.  concern 2 
061.  conducive 2 
062.  conflict 7 
063.  consist 2 
064.  consistent 1 
065.  content 1 
066.  contradict 2 
067.  contrast 2 
068.  control 2 
069.  couldn’ 4 
070.  course 1 
071.  deep 1 
072.  degree 1 
073.  dense 5 
074.  design 1 
075.  determine 3 
076.  device 2 
077.  differ 2 
078.  differentiate 1 
079.  discourage 16 
080.  display 1 
081.  disruptive 1 
082.  doesn’ 4 
083.  domain 1 
084.  don’ 4 
085.  down 1 
086.  drink 1 
087.  during 4 
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090.  evaluate 2 
091.  expert 2 
092.  five 2 
093.  hope 2 
094.  impress 2 
095.  input 2 
096.  interfere 2 
097.  international 2 
098.  justify 2 
099.  master 2 
100.  name 2 
101.  nation 2 
102.  open 2 
103.  pada 2 
104.  page 2 
105.  pay 2 
106.  possible 2 
107.  propose 2 
108.  remember 2 
109.  rhetoric 2 
110.  save 2 
111.  session 2 
112.  side 2 
113.  slow 2 
114.  source 2 
115.  stress 2 
116.  suppose 2 
117.  valid 2 
118.  wellmotivated 2 
119.  accord 1 
120.  accredit 1 
121.  almost 1 
122.  appear 1 
123.  approximate 1 
090.  will 11 
091.  answer 10 
092.  ask 10 
093.  may 10 
094.  need 10 
095.  opinion 10 
096.  order 10 
097.  participate 10 
098.  prefer 10 
099.  theory 10 
100.  understand 10 
101.  way 10 
102.  already 9 
103.  become 9 
104.  best 9 
105.  do 9 
106.  how 9 
107.  important 9 
108.  interact 9 
109.  number 9 
110.  take 9 
111.  add 8 
112.  category 8 
113.  conclusion 8 
114.  enough 8 
115.  include 8 
116.  instruct 8 
117.  just 8 
118.  know 8 
119.  mention 8 
120.  refer 8 
121.  same 8 
122.  then 8 
123.  think 8 
088.  approach 2 
089.  argue 2 
090.  begin 2 
091.  big 2 
092.  blame 2 
093.  challenge 2 
094.  chance 2 
095.  claim 2 
096.  classify 2 
097.  component 2 
098.  concern 2 
099.  conducive 2 
100.  consist 2 
101.  contradict 2 
102.  contrast 2 
103.  control 2 
104.  device 2 
105.  differ 2 
106.  email 2 
107.  emerge 2 
108.  essential 2 
109.  esteem 2 
110.  etcare 2 
111.  fail 2 
112.  father 2 
113.  favour 2 
114.  furthermore 2 
115.  future 2 
116.  generous 2 
117.  insight 2 
118.  investigate 2 
119.  learner’ 2 
120.  light 2 
121.  long 2 
088.  early 3 
089.  ease 1 
090.  elaborate 1 
091.  element 1 
092.  eliminate 1 
093.  email 2 
094.  emerge 2 
095.  energy 1 
096.  engage 1 
097.  enhance 1 
098.  enjoy 6 
099.  ensure 1 
100.  enter 1 
101.  environment: 3 
102.  equal 1 
103.  eradicate 1 
104.  essential 2 
105.  establish 1 
106.  esteem 2 
107.  etcand 1 
108.  etcare 2 
109.  evening 1 
110.  every 6 
111.  exact 1 
112.  examine 1 
113.  exceed 1 
114.  except 1 
115.  exist 1 
116.  exit 1 
117.  expose 14 
118.  extend 1 
119.  external 36 
120.  facilitate 3 
121.  facilities: 1 
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124.  aside 1 
125.  attempt 1 
126.  belong 1 
127.  chapter 1 
128.  combine 1 
129.  complain 1 
130.  complicate 1 
131.  compulsory 1 
132.  confront 1 
133.  consume 1 
134.  convey 1 
135.  courage 1 
136.  current 1 
137.  custom 1 
138.  demand 1 
139.  deny 1 
140.  dial 1 
141.  digunakan 1 
142.  disobey 1 
143.  dominant 1 
144.  dominate 1 
145.  dub 1 
146.  duck 1 
147.  ear 1 
148.  economy 1 
149.  else 1 
150.  embarrass 1 
151.  encouragements 
1 
152.  end 1 
153.  enrich 1 
154.  era 1 
155.  evidences 1 
156.  explore 1 
124.  after 7 
125.  around 7 
126.  both 7 
127.  condition 7 
128.  day 7 
129.  experience 7 
130.  get 7 
131.  however 7 
132.  result 7 
133.  show 7 
134.  succeed 7 
135.  two 7 
136.  want 7 
137.  any 6 
138.  conduct 6 
139.  create 6 
140.  educate 6 
141.  feel 6 
142.  follow 6 
143.  friend 6 
144.  happen 6 
145.  lead 6 
146.  likely 6 
147.  motive 6 
148.  no 6 
149.  opportunity 6 
150.  reason 6 
151.  able 5 
152.  attitude 5 
153.  before 5 
154.  boring 5 
155.  communicate 5 
156.  discuss 5 
157.  especial 5 
122.  morale 2 
123.  overall 2 
124.  past 2 
125.  pilot 2 
126.  practicum 2 
127.  pressure 2 
128.  primary 2 
129.  print 2 
130.  says: 2 
131.  search 2 
132.  self 2 
133.  size: 2 
134.  sophisticated 2 
135.  
stimulaterecalled 2 
136.  story 2 
137.  sustain 2 
138.  teacherstudents 
2 
139.  under 2 
140.  watch 2 
141.  – 2 
142.  : 1 
143.  act 1 
144.  administration 1 
145.  alternative 1 
146.  ambiguous 1 
147.  appeal 1 
148.  arsenic 1 
149.  asbestos 1 
150.  assume 1 
151.  attribute 1 
152.  average 1 
153.  balance 1 
122.  facility 17 
123.  fact 1 
124.  factor 47 
125.  fail 2 
126.  far 1 
127.  father 2 
128.  fatigue 1 
129.  favour 2 
130.  feature 3 
131.  february 1 
132.  followings 1 
133.  forward 1 
134.  framework 1 
135.  full 1 
136.  fun 5 
137.  furthermore 2 
138.  future 2 
139.  generous 2 
140.  goal 1 
141.  great 1 
142.  group 19 
143.  grow 1 
144.  guide 1 
145.  habit 5 
146.  hard 1 
147.  health 3 
148.  heat 1 
149.  hesitate 1 
150.  highlight 1 
151.  holiday 1 
152.  home 1 
153.  honest 1 
154.  hour 1 
155.  ideal 1 
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157.  fill 1 
158.  final 1 
159.  fluent 1 
160.  forbid 1 
161.  fortune 1 
162.  frequent 1 
163.  fulfil 1 
164.  gate 1 
165.  global 1 
166.  govern 1 
167.  graduate 1 
168.  guess 1 
169.  harbord 1 
170.  head 1 
171.  identify 1 
172.  impact 1 
173.  
incomprehensible 1 
174.  inspire 1 
175.  instead 1 
176.  interpret 1 
177.  intone 1 
178.  issue 1 
179.  itu 1 
180.  kalimat 1 
181.  key 1 
182.  langsung 1 
183.  lazy 1 
184.  lecture 1 
185.  left 1 
186.  let 1 
187.  listen 1 
188.  locate 1 
189.  lose 1 
158.  general 5 
159.  go 5 
160.  here 5 
161.  influence 5 
162.  like 5 
163.  limit 5 
164.  person 5 
165.  point 5 
166.  proficient 5 
167.  section 5 
168.  simple 5 
169.  skill 5 
170.  still 5 
171.  than 5 
172.  topic 5 
173.  we 5 
174.  where 5 
175.  acquire 4 
176.  analyse 4 
177.  background 4 
178.  come 4 
179.  example 4 
180.  expect 4 
181.  face 4 
182.  first 4 
183.  focus 4 
184.  inform 4 
185.  kind 4 
186.  knowledge 4 
187.  line 4 
188.  major 4 
189.  mistake 4 
190.  occur 4 
191.  place 4 
154.  beyond 1 
155.  bit 1 
156.  board 1 
157.  brianne 1 
158.  brother 1 
159.  ca 1 
160.  capable 1 
161.  chair 1 
162.  character 1 
163.  charge 1 
164.  circulate 1 
165.  circumstance 1 
166.  closes 1 
167.  colleague 1 
168.  comment 1 
169.  compound 1 
170.  compromise 1 
171.  consistent 1 
172.  content 1 
173.  course 1 
174.  deep 1 
175.  degree 1 
176.  design 1 
177.  differentiate 1 
178.  display 1 
179.  disruptive 1 
180.  domain 1 
181.  down 1 
182.  drink 1 
183.  ease 1 
184.  elaborate 1 
185.  element 1 
186.  eliminate 1 
187.  energy 1 
156.  idiosyncratic 1 
157.  im 1 
158.  impede 1 
159.  improve 3 
160.  indicate 8 
161.  individual 8 
162.  individual’ 1 
163.  indonesia 1 
164.  inoperative 1 
165.  insight 2 
166.  install 3 
167.  institute 1 
168.  interest 8 
169.  internal 10 
170.  interview: 3 
171.  interviews’ 1 
172.  intimate 1 
173.  investigate 2 
174.  invite 5 
175.  involve 1 
176.  i’ 1 
177.  january 1 
178.  je 1 
179.  join 4 
180.  kindergarten 1 
181.  lack 5 
182.  large 3 
183.  lcd 3 
184.  learner’ 2 
185.  length 12 
186.  light 2 
187.  link 5 
188.  long 2 
189.  lunch 1 
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190.  manner 1 
191.  maximal 1 
192.  maybe 1 
193.  message 1 
194.  mind 1 
195.  mix 1 
196.  much 1 
197.  mumble 1 
198.  necessary 1 
199.  nese 1 
200.  nonnative 1 
201.  occasion 1 
202.  occured 1 
203.  petik 1 
204.  phenomenon 1 
205.  please 1 
206.  politic 1 
207.  probable 1 
208.  prove 1 
209.  psychology 1 
210.  public 1 
211.  purposed 1 
212.  quantity 1 
213.  raise 1 
214.  react 1 
215.  receive 1 
216.  recourse 1 
217.  reduce 1 
218.  reflect 1 
219.  respond 1 
220.  rest 1 
221.  revert 1 
222.  risk 1 
223.  saat 1 
192.  prepare 4 
193.  programme 4 
194.  record 4 
195.  require 4 
196.  response 4 
197.  states 4 
198.  thus 4 
199.  tool 4 
200.  transcribe 4 
201.  above 3 
202.  apply 3 
203.  aspect 3 
204.  build 3 
205.  choose 3 
206.  collect 3 
207.  consider 3 
208.  contribute 3 
209.  deliver 3 
210.  divide 3 
211.  explain 3 
212.  few 3 
213.  foreign 3 
214.  into 3 
215.  junior 3 
216.  last 3 
217.  less 3 
218.  look 3 
219.  meaning 3 
220.  offer 3 
221.  once 3 
222.  present 3 
223.  regard 3 
224.  second 3 
225.  seem 3 
188.  engage 1 
189.  enhance 1 
190.  ensure 1 
191.  enter 1 
192.  equal 1 
193.  eradicate 1 
194.  establish 1 
195.  etcand 1 
196.  evening 1 
197.  exact 1 
198.  examine 1 
199.  exceed 1 
200.  except 1 
201.  exist 1 
202.  exit 1 
203.  extend 1 
204.  facilities: 1 
205.  fact 1 
206.  far 1 
207.  fatigue 1 
208.  february 1 
209.  followings 1 
210.  forward 1 
211.  framework 1 
212.  full 1 
213.  goal 1 
214.  great 1 
215.  grow 1 
216.  guide 1 
217.  hard 1 
218.  heat 1 
219.  hesitate 1 
220.  highlight 1 
221.  holiday 1 
190.  maintain 1 
191.  member 6 
192.  mentioned: 1 
193.  mere 1 
194.  method 3 
195.  mobile 1 
196.  model 1 
197.  modify 1 
198.  monitor 1 
199.  morale 2 
200.  mould 1 
201.  multimedia 13 
202.  must 1 
203.  mutual 12 
204.  neighbour 3 
205.  ners 1 
206.  nevertheless 1 
207.  objective 1 
208.  off 1 
209.  office 1 
210.  oh 1 
211.  old 3 
212.  optimal 3 
213.  organize 1 
214.  overall 2 
215.  paint 1 
216.  paper 1 
217.  participants’ 1 
218.  parts: 1 
219.  past 2 
220.  peer 12 
221.  per 1 
222.  perhaps 3 
223.  personality 1 
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224.  science 1 
225.  scope 1 
226.  shake 1 
227.  six 1 
228.  sleep 1 
229.  social 1 
230.  solution 1 
231.  sum 1 
232.  tanda 1 
233.  tang 1 
234.  teachertalk 1 
235.  technical 1 
236.  tell 1 
237.  theme 1 
238.  though 1 
239.  tidak 1 
240.  today 1 
241.  university 1 
242.  verbatim 1 
243.  wait 1 
244.  warn 1 
245.  whereas 1 
246.  whole 1 
247.  wide 1 
248.  wrong 1 
249.  yin 1 
226.  since 3 
227.  such 3 
228.  therefore 3 
229.  value 3 
230.  while 3 
231.  without 3 
232.  work 3 
233.  would 3 
234.  afraid 2 
235.  aim 2 
236.  although 2 
237.  always 2 
238.  behaviour 2 
239.  below 2 
240.  book 2 
241.  case 2 
242.  cause 2 
243.  contain 2 
244.  context 2 
245.  converse 2 
246.  decide 2 
247.  define 2 
248.  door 2 
249.  draw 2 
250.  effect 2 
251.  even 2 
252.  excerpt 2 
253.  figure 2 
254.  finish 2 
255.  further 2 
256.  help 2 
257.  late 2 
258.  lesson 2 
259.  literature 2 
222.  home 1 
223.  honest 1 
224.  hour 1 
225.  ideal 1 
226.  idiosyncratic 1 
227.  im 1 
228.  impede 1 
229.  individual’ 1 
230.  indonesia 1 
231.  inoperative 1 
232.  institute 1 
233.  interviews’ 1 
234.  intimate 1 
235.  involve 1 
236.  i’ 1 
237.  january 1 
238.  je 1 
239.  kindergarten 1 
240.  lunch 1 
241.  maintain 1 
242.  mentioned: 1 
243.  mere 1 
244.  mobile 1 
245.  model 1 
246.  modify 1 
247.  monitor 1 
248.  mould 1 
249.  must 1 
250.  ners 1 
251.  nevertheless 1 
252.  objective 1 
253.  off 1 
254.  office 1 
255.  oh 1 
224.  perspective 1 
225.  physical 3 
226.  physiological 1 
227.  pilot 2 
228.  plan 1 
229.  pm 1 
230.  poor 1 
231.  practical 1 
232.  practicum 2 
233.  pressure 2 
234.  pretty 1 
235.  primary 2 
236.  print 2 
237.  private 1 
238.  prompt 1 
239.  quality 11 
240.  rate 1 
241.  rather 5 
242.  reach 1 
243.  ready 1 
244.  really 3 
245.  recall 1 
246.  recent 1 
247.  relative 1 
248.  relevant 1 
249.  resource 3 
250.  respect 6 
251.  responsible 1 
252.  sample 1 
253.  satisfy 1 
254.  says: 2 
255.  score 3 
256.  screen 1 
257.  search 2 
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260.  live 2 
261.  low 2 
262.  many 2 
263.  maximise 2 
264.  moreover 2 
265.  nature 2 
266.  new 2 
267.  next 2 
268.  over 2 
269.  part 2 
270.  particular 2 
271.  people 2 
272.  positive 2 
273.  potential 2 
274.  previous 2 
275.  purpose 2 
276.  put 2 
277.  qualitative 2 
278.  real 2 
279.  recognize 2 
280.  regular 2 
281.  review 2 
282.  schedule 2 
283.  see 2 
284.  set 2 
285.  situate 2 
286.  structure 2 
287.  subject 2 
288.  thing 2 
289.  too 2 
290.  toward 2 
291.  up 2 
292.  very 2 
293.  word 2 
256.  organize 1 
257.  paint 1 
258.  paper 1 
259.  participants’ 1 
260.  parts: 1 
261.  per 1 
262.  personality 1 
263.  perspective 1 
264.  physiological 1 
265.  plan 1 
266.  pm 1 
267.  poor 1 
268.  practical 1 
269.  pretty 1 
270.  private 1 
271.  prompt 1 
272.  rate 1 
273.  reach 1 
274.  ready 1 
275.  recall 1 
276.  recent 1 
277.  relative 1 
278.  relevant 1 
279.  responsible 1 
280.  sample 1 
281.  satisfy 1 
282.  screen 1 
283.  sick 1 
284.  single 1 
285.  skylight 1 
286.  special 1 
287.  specify 1 
288.  spend 1 
289.  states: 1 
258.  self 2 
259.  share 3 
260.  sick 1 
261.  single 1 
262.  size 30 
263.  size: 2 
264.  skylight 1 
265.  small 9 
266.  sophisticated 2 
267.  space 9 
268.  special 1 
269.  specific 7 
270.  specify 1 
271.  spend 1 
272.  staff 3 
273.  start 5 
274.  states: 1 
275.  stimulaterecalled 
2 
276.  story 2 
277.  strange 1 
278.  strategy 1 
279.  students’ 9 
280.  stuffy 1 
281.  style 17 
282.  sub 1 
283.  suggest 1 
284.  suit 1 
285.  summary 1 
286.  sustain 2 
287.  symbol 1 
288.  system 1 
289.  table 3 
290.  tailor 1 
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294.  year 2 
295.  actual 1 
296.  adapt 1 
297.  analogy 1 
298.  anticipate 1 
299.  attend 1 
300.  available 1 
301.  back 1 
302.  bad 1 
303.  believe 1 
304.  benefit 1 
305.  beside 1 
306.  break 1 
307.  bring 1 
308.  call 1 
309.  care 1 
310.  certain 1 
311.  change 1 
312.  common 1 
313.  complete 1 
314.  confuse 1 
315.  continue 1 
316.  culture 1 
317.  depend 1 
318.  describe 1 
319.  despite 1 
320.  direction 1 
321.  either 1 
322.  etc 1 
323.  event 1 
324.  evidence 1 
325.  function 1 
326.  gain 1 
327.  gather 1 
290.  strange 1 
291.  strategy 1 
292.  stuffy 1 
293.  sub 1 
294.  suggest 1 
295.  suit 1 
296.  summary 1 
297.  symbol 1 
298.  system 1 
299.  tailor 1 
300.  taken: 1 
301.  teachers’ 1 
302.  telephone 1 
303.  that: 1 
304.  thereby 1 
305.  time: 1 
306.  toolsword 1 
307.  
toolswordprocessing 1 
308.  town 1 
309.  transfer 1 
310.  trust 1 
311.  two: 1 
312.  type 1 
313.  unchallenging 1 
314.  unique 1 
315.  various 1 
316.  vary 1 
317.  wall 1 
318.  wasn’ 1 
319.  water 1 
320.  white 1 
321.  window 1 
322.  witness 1 
291.  taken: 1 
292.  teacherstudents 2 
293.  teachers’ 1 
294.  telephone 1 
295.  tense 4 
296.  that: 1 
297.  thereby 1 
298.  time: 1 
299.  toolsword 1 
300.  
toolswordprocessing 1 
301.  town 1 
302.  transcript 3 
303.  transfer 1 
304.  trust 1 
305.  two: 1 
306.  type 1 
307.  unchallenging 1 
308.  under 2 
309.  unique 1 
310.  various 1 
311.  vary 1 
312.  ventilate 4 
313.  video 10 
314.  wall 1 
315.  wasn’ 1 
316.  watch 2 
317.  water 1 
318.  white 1 
319.  window 1 
320.  witness 1 
321.  yield 1 




328.  grammar 1 
329.  hand 1 
330.  history 1 
331.  idea 1 
332.  importance 1 
333.  instrument 1 
334.  introduce 1 
335.  laugh 1 
336.  life 1 
337.  little 1 
338.  local 1 
339.  lot 1 
340.  main 1 
341.  manage 1 
342.  mean 1 
343.  meet 1 
344.  minute 1 
345.  normal 1 
346.  observe 1 
347.  often 1 
348.  okay 1 
349.  oral 1 
350.  outline 1 
351.  own 1 
352.  presence 1 
353.  proceed 1 
354.  proper 1 
355.  quote 1 
356.  read 1 
357.  reveal 1 
358.  right 1 
359.  seek 1 
360.  select 1 
361.  seven 1 
323.  yield 1 
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362.  several 1 
363.  shy 1 
364.  similar 1 
365.  stage 1 
366.  stand 1 
367.  target 1 
368.  task 1 
369.  test 1 
370.  three 1 
371.  through 1 
372.  usual 1 
373.  variety 1 
374.  whether 1 
375.  write 1 
 
 
 
